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Executive Summary
Widespread involvement at political, professional, and community levels is of paramount importance for the
POWER project during its whole life cycle and beyond. Therefore, communication and engagement activities
are key to the success of the project.
The present document describes the implementation and results of the communication and engagement
strategy during the third year of the project, that is for months from 25 to 36.
POWER communication strategy, as described in deliverable D5.2, is based on the following key elements:
 Specific objectives and timelines from the start-up phase and during the project implementation;
 Establishing contact with the target audience for each objective;
 Monitor and control the adoption of the communication roadmap.
POWER communication and public engagement activities focus on campaign-based activities targeting a
broad range of stakeholders and the general public. Instruments to do this include the project and partners'
websites, social networks, media, research institutions and community outreach events in which partners
are participating.
More in detail, the document reports and discusses the actions and achievements for the following tools:
 Website – launched in M6 and updated throughout the project with news, public results, events, the
idea contest, and the public deliverables produced by the project.
 Social media – POWER is present on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook, regularly posting POWER
progress and engagement with the wider community.
 Media and Press – aimed at maximizing the visibility of the POWER project and activities across a
wide range of relevant media channels and promote engagement of different stakeholders with
POWER; these include, for example, articles in online and print newspapers, journals, press releases.
 the Digital Social Platforms (DSPs) - launched in August 2017, these are the main outcomes of the
project.
 ‘Link and scale up approach’ - on the basis of the project, this approach is implemented as a set of
actions to raise extended awareness for public engagement.
 Knowledge mobilization workshops and training sessions - one per year in each KDC, demonstrate
the purpose of POWER Water Communities through a hands-on approach.
 Best Practice Repository and social hub activities - the continuous contributions of best practices
through the Best Practice Hub aims at reinforcing the community and collaborative approach.
 Industry panels - one panel per year, starting from year two, to create networking and engagement
with industry representatives.
 Public engagement in the KDCs - various actions, carried out by each KDC, aimed at increasing
awareness on the POWER project, the relevant water issues, and usage of the DSPs.
Overall, there has been, during the M25-M36 period, a strong and meaningful communication and
engagement effort both by CUBIT, the lead partner for this task, and the consortium as a whole. This is
reflected in the number of news, posts, press releases, and communications that have been issued in the
period, and that are in line with (sometimes even above) the target KPI figures. This has indeed attracted a
good number of people to the project. The website, in particular, has recorded many more visitors than
expected.
However, this somewhat satisfactory interest for the POWER project has not been transformed into active
participation to the DSPs. The number of registered users on the KDC water communities is pretty low, as is
the rate of engagement with the DSPs.
Therefore, during the final year of the project the consortium should aim its efforts mainly at increasing the
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active participation to the DSPs. The analysis of the statistics collected through the various project platforms
and channels allowed to identify some weak aspects of the current communication and engagement strategy
and tools, and thus possible strategies to implement. Also, the recent release of an improved version of DSP
MOB might help in retaining those mobile users that have appeared so far as the most reluctant to join the
DSPs.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to report on the communication and public engagement activities of the
POWER project during the last 12 months of activity, i.e. from December 2017 to November 2018. The “Public
engagement activities report 2nd release” describes and reports on the following:
 What information has been communicated,
 How the information has been communicated, i.e. through meetings, emails, social media, website,
etc.,
 When the information has been distributed with indication of the frequency,
 What engagement activities have been implemented by the project partners and by KDCs,
 When these activities have been implemented,
 Who are the audiences that have been engaged in communication and public engagement activities,
 Reflections on the strengths and barriers to communication and engagement activities for the project
and in the KDCs (limited at the moment given the relative recent launch of the activities).
The specific objectives of the POWER communication and public engagement strategy, as presented in D5.2,
are:
 To raise awareness on the specific water-related challenges in the key demonstration cities,
 To facilitate unrestricted communication and community involvement in water topics,
 To direct users towards the DSP and encourage participation by all targeted groups,
 To engage a large audience by the means of Social media: in particular Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn,
 To make use of the media and press releases to communicate project progress to the target
audiences.

1.1. POWER communication and public engagement strategy
As described in deliverable 5.2, the POWER communication and public engagement strategy sets up the
direction for communication and specific objectives for the project. Raising interest and awareness of the
project activities is extremely relevant for the POWER project for its whole life cycle.
POWER is a Research and Innovation Action Project, supporting the EIP Water Action Group, NetwercH2O
and City Blueprints. POWER is focusing on four of the eight priorities of the EIP WATER Action Group and
shares best practice on Urban Water Cycle Services (UCWS). It also shares the outcomes of the BLueSCities
project. The Digital Social Platforms (DSPs) contributes to the Europe Horizon 2020 social policy objectives to
enable large-scale innovation in order to tackle specific social challenges and support the update of the
Horizon 2020 programme results. The project’s overall goal is to achieve action on water challenges through
widespread involvement at political, professional, and community levels. The aim is to reach the maximum
number of people, as such the chosen communication tools and means for achieving this goal are both
physical and digital, via the project’s DSPs and digital tools, i.e., social media platforms in addition to
networking events, workshops, and conferences.
Table 35, included in Annex 3, summarises the KPIs for the communication strategy of the POWER project,
including online and offline activity. Table 1 reports on the current status of communication of the POWER

project, covering M25 to M36 and comparing it with the M20-M36 targets. The present table presents an
overview of the metrics and detailed analysis will be done in the following sections.
Table 1- POWER communication and public engagement output in November 2018 (M36)
KPIs for communication

Actual number
M25-M36

Target
M20-M36

POWER website visitors

334,905

30,000

POWER website visits

487,674

180,000
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Number of ‘Get in touch’ messages
received

13

30

Followers on Twitter

956

1,100

Number of tweets

1,928

1,000

Actions on Twitter

957

800

Fans on Facebook

1,227

1,000

Nr. of Facebook posts

226

200

Actions on Facebook

4,079

1,000

Followers on LinkedIn

170

300

Nr. of LinkedIn posts

148

200

Actions on LinkedIn

48

300

DSPs’ visitors

9,749

50,000

Networking events attended

25

20

Workshops attended

10

6

Conferences attended

50

15

Printed media articles published

3

5

Scientific publications

8

6

Online links referring to POWER project

171

20

Number of Press releases

2

2

Number of recipients of newsletters with
POWER news

21,654

7,000

Number of POWER newsletters sent out

2

2

2. POWER communication and public engagement implementation
POWER communication and public engagement strategy presented in deliverable D5.2 has set up the
project’s specific objectives, and mapped their expected impacts, the expected results from the identified
target audiences, and the key performance indicators. In this section the current status of the communication
and public engagement implementation is reported from December 2017 to November 2018.

2.1. Website
The project website and the linked social media play a central role in the POWER communication strategy.
The POWER project has its own website providing up to date project information available online. The
website has been developed during year one of the project and is being regularly updated throughout the
project. The site is interactive and contains project and partners’ descriptions and regular updates on the
progress of the project.
The website is available at http://www.power-h2020.eu and was released in May 2016. The POWER website
material related is published under a Creative Commons BY Attribution 4.0 International License.
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Table 2 shows the target number for monthly visitors of the POWER website for each milestones month as
presented in D5.2. Table 3 presents the number of visitors on the POWER website in the last 12 months
(December 2017 to November 2018). As shown in Table 3, the target number of monthly visitors of the
POWER website for M20-M36 is 5,000, a target that has been achieved steadily and significantly surpassed
in the last 12 months.
Table 4 illustrates the search terms that drive traffic to the POWER website, and Table 5 indicates the referral
websites from where visitors arrive on the POWER website.
The analysis of website visitors demonstrates that the POWER website is being very effective in attracting
traffic and visitors overall. Comparing the referral analysis with the one conducted in deliverable D5.3 (Table
36 in Annex 1), Facebook’s referrals to the POWER website have been growing from 0.43% to 1.75%, proving
to be one of the most successful channels of traffic to the POWER website. It is also insightful to observe that
the referral traffic is coming from the mobile version of Facebook, which suggests that all landing pages of
the project should be optimised for mobile users when shared on social media.
Table 2 - Power website KPIs as presented in D5.2
Target

M20

M36

M48

Number of website
visitors per month

2,700

5,000

10,000

Table 3 - POWER website statistics in M25-M36
Metric

M25

M26

M27

M28

M29

M30

Number of
website
visitors

25,184

18,771

21,958

23,789

18,226

25,999

M31

M32

M33

M34

M35

M36

43,061

28,958

27,258

32,922

32,993

36,938

Number of
website
visitors

M25-M36

334,905

Table 4 - Search terms leading to the POWER website (updated in M36)
Page title

Percentage

power project

24.11%

power 2020

8.04%

eip water

5.36%

www.power-h2020.co.uk

3.57%

h2020 approved projects

3.57%

projects on reduce water consumption in schools

3.57%

globe network

2.68%
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consumption of water

1.79%

water and wastewater treatment supply and disposal companies milton
keynes

1.79%

water and wastewater treatment supply and disposal companies leicester

1.79%

Table 5 - Referrers leading to the POWER website M25-M36 (updated in M36)
Page title

Percentage

www.power-h2020.eu

88.20%

m.facebook.com

1.75%

power-h2020.eu

1.05%

yandex.ru

0.97%

www.baidu.com

0.92%

app

0.37%

www.google.com

0.35%

www.ict4water.eu

0.22%

www.bing.com

0.20%

scicafe2.reading.ac.uk

0.19%

2.2. Social media
Dedicated Social media accounts for the project have also been set up on Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook
which are being used for project communication, dissemination and public engagement. The target audience
of the project social media accounts is an international audience with a primary focus on scientists,
professionals, institutions and NGOs active or interested in the topical areas related to the project.
Furthermore, as the social channels also tend to be used by a broader general and/or (semi-) professional
audience, the secondary target group also includes citizens with a special interest in project-related topics,
results and activities. The goal of these social channels is to facilitate the communication of project results
and related topics and activities, but also to stimulate interest in the project activities and conversations
around the topic of water conservation, flood risk, water quality and water use reduction.
The social media channels, especially in the last 12 months, have been used to generate traffic and interest
in the challenges published by each KDC in their Water Community, to increase the number of registered
users on the Water Communities, and to generate discussion around the challenges published.
These are the social media channels of the POWER project:
 Facebook: PowerH2020
 Twitter: @PowerH2020
 LinkedIn: Power Project
In addition to the activity already set in D5.2 in the communication strategy for the use of social media, a
strengthening of the efforts among partners have been sought during M25-M36. Social media
communications have been developed monthly and shared with partners to make sure that they could share
the messages on their own institutions’ social media accounts, but most importantly to be shared with the
communication department of their institutions so that the POWER activities could be spread further and to
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a larger audience in a coordinated and concerted effort. This has had a successful effect. For example, on
World Water Day (22nd March, 2018), POWER partners worked collaboratively and multiple communications
were shared. Figures 1 to 4 illustrate screenshots on how the messages were communicated in different
channels:
- A post was included in the internal FACE Leicester City Council newsletter
Figure 1 - Leicester City Council newsletter mentioning POWER

-

Climate Alliance mentioned POWER in a tweet, shared a press release and mentioned POWER on a
Facebook post
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CASSA mentioned POWER in a Twitter and a Facebook post
Figure 3 - CASSA tweet mentioning POWER

- Milton Keynes Council mentioned POWER in the Day Without Water post on Twitter
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Individual partners’ representatives mentioned POWER raising awareness during World Water Day
Figure 5 - Individual partners’ accounts mentioning POWER

The outcome of this concerted effort was that the Twitter impressions, just to mention one of the measures,
increased during the day, reaching in this way a broader audience1.
Figure 6 - Twitter impressions for the POWER account in occasion of World Water Day

1

The other peaks in the presented figure will be analysed in Paragraph 2.2.1 dedicated to Twitter.
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Table 37 (in Annex 1), illustrates the target definitions for activity on all Social media channels for the POWER
project as defined by D5.2. Table 6 presents the numbers achieved by POWER project on social media in
November 2018 (M36) comparing them to the targets for Month 36.
Table 6 - Social media metrics in November 2018 (M36)
Metrics

M36 actual

M36 target

956

1,100

1,928

1,000

Number of LinkedIn followers

170

500

Number of LinkedIn posts

148

200

Number of Facebook Fans

1,227

1,000

Number of Facebook Posts

226

200

Overall Social media reach

399,7712

10,000

Number of Twitter followers
Number of Tweets

2.2.1. Twitter
The POWER project is on Twitter at https://twitter.com/powerh2020.
The Twitter account (@powerh2020) and the corresponding hashtag (#powerh2020) have been set-up for
easy, immediate communication of project results and activities, for sharing news and information related
to the broader area of the project topics and the project objectives, and to support and nurture engagement
and participation around these topics. Other relevant hashtags are being created and monitored to retweet
relevant information, to frame the project as one of the key players for water issues on Twitter, and to
organically attract people that are interested in these issues.
These are the keywords that are monitored on a daily and weekly basis: #WaterIsPrecious, #Water,
#ClimateChange, #watermanagement, #WaterSecurity, #WaterReuse, #savewater, #ThinkWater,
#Waterpedia, #drought, #WaterIsLife, #FloodAware, #flooding. Also the KDCs geographic locations are
monitored to make sure to be able to participate in relevant conversations about the key themes in the cities.
They are being monitored for various reasons:
- reshare relevant information shared on these hashtags to the POWER community;
- interact with the relevant account;
- engage and make active people in the community participate in the activities of the project;
- attract further interest in the POWER project and stimulate the active people in the community to
take part and register on the Water Community.
Partners who have twitter accounts are being encouraged to tweet often and at least once a month about
the project with the relevant hashtags so that messages can reach a broader audience. The communication
manager of the project (CUBIT) prepares monthly tweets that partners can share with their audience. All
project researchers are encouraged to tweet and communicate the project content to ensure that the project
content and activities reaches a larger audience and to send material to CUBIT when they are participating
in relevant events. This has proven to be a successful strategy as Figure 7 illustrates.
Figure 7 illustrates an example of a 90 days period between February and May 2018 there has been 5

instances where impressions (that is the number of times a user is served a Tweet in timeline or search
results3) have been higher than usual.
2
3

152,697 impressions on Twitter and 247,074 on Facebook
Information from https://help.twitter.com/en/managing-your-account/using-the-tweet-activity-dashboard
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 22.02.2018 - The first peak is on the day of #EUIndustryDay when the Industry Panel was held (more
details about this event in paragraph 2.2). Multiple tweets were shared during the event and partners
all worked collaboratively to ensure that the message would spread further;
 08.03.2018 - The second peak is relative to the Project Meeting held in Bruxelles when multiple
partners tweeted about the meeting itself;
 16.03.2018 - The third peak was related to the Creating Young Leaders in Sustainable Development
Conference, which POWER partners in Leicester attended. The tweet got a lot of interest and 4
retweets, generating many impressions;
 22.03.2018 - The fourth peak is related to the World Water Day, which has been already explained;
 19.04.2018 - The fifth peak was about a tweet about Milton Keynes that received a lot of attention.
This was the text: “Do you know #MiltonKeynes is in one of the driest areas in the United Kingdom,
although it seems to rain often. Let us know if you want to get involved https://buff.ly/2JK75kx
#powerh2020 @mkcouncil #savewatertogether #waterscarcity”.
Table 7 presents the metrics up to November compared with the target. See Table 38 (Annex 3) for the target
number of Twitter followers to be reached at different stages of the project. The targets for Twitter in M36
are: 1,200 followers, 1,000 tweets, and 800 actions. Currently, the POWER project is exceeding the Twitterrelated targets except for the number of followers, that is however very close to the set target.
Table 43 (in Annex 2) illustrates the Twitter accounts that have been contacted in M36 to share the
Collaborative idea contest, explained in deliverable D3.4 Report on the engagement model. This has been
done in an effort to ensure that all possible solutions have been taken to disseminate the contest and get as
many participants as possible.
Table 8 provides an extract the most insightful tweets where POWER has been tagged in the period M25 to
M364. A list of all the Twitter mentions of the POWER project account in this period are presented in Table 39
(Annex 3). As depicted in Table 8, the POWER project is being successful in networking with experts and

professionals on Twitter, as most of the accounts that interact with the project are from these target groups.
This channel has being less successful in creating conversations and discussions with citizens of each KDC, as
such in the future months the strategy will focus on this target group.
Figure 7 - Explanation of the peaks in Twitter impressions from February 2018 to May 2018

4

Tweets are selected looking at the number of followers of the account and after a qualitative analysis of the mentions that
were more interesting for the main goals and objectives of the project
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Table 7 - POWER Twitter account’s metrics as updated at November 2018 (M36)
Metric
Nr. of Twitter followers
Nr. of Tweets
Actions on Twitter

M36 actual

M36 target

956

1,200

1,928

1,000

957

800

Table 8 - List of the most insightful Twitter mentions of POWER project M25-M36 (updated in November
2018)
Date

17/12/2018

Preview of the tweet and link

Partner Name

Number of
followers of
account

CAPSSI EU

56
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07/01/2018

GWF WATER

1,338

01/03/2018

Covenant of
Mayors

2,012

07/03/2018

Flood Serv EU

93
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13/03/2018

Sero Brine

248

16/03/2018

Lamberti Carmen

364
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14/06/2018

Leicester City
Council

28,100

25/07/2018

Water Resilient
Cities

449

2.2.2. Facebook
The POWER project is on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/Powerh2020-1938737746415576/.
The Facebook account was launched in M18 of the project and is one of the main channels of communication
given the predominance of this social network in today’s society5. As with the other social media accounts
different strategies have been implemented to attract more people to the Facebook page and to visit POWER
website and the DSPs:
- Sharing the page within the POWER network and invite all interested partners to join the community.
- All POWER project partners actively invite people they know and that could be interested to like the
page.
- Find groups of people interested in water issues and sustainability and ask them to share the POWER
page and news items.
- Streaming the live sessions of webinars and workshops.
Table 9 presents the metrics as updated at November 2018 and it compares them with the target numbers.
Table 41, in Annex 3, illustrates the target number of Facebook fans to be reached in different stages of the

project, as defined by D5.2.
The targets for Facebook in M36 are: 1,000 fans, 200 posts, and 1,000 actions. All M36 targets have been
met by the POWER Facebook page. The reasons behind this achievement are:
5

Roughly two-thirds of U.S. adults (68%) now report that they are Facebook users, and roughly three-quarters of
those users access Facebook on a daily basis. (PEW Research Center, 2018)
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1. The communication strategy has ensured that posts would be published on a timely and constant
manner, making sure that the audience could be engaged on a timely basis;
2. engagement and conversations have been monitored closely and nurtured to make sure to make
everyone feel welcome to participate (which relates to the principles of engagement described in
deliverable D3.4);
3. different types of advertising have been tested, primarily with the aim of generating traffic and
registration on the KDCs’ Water Communities, but that have had the positive outcome of increasing
engagement and fans on the Page as well.
Table 40, included in Annex 3, lists all the Facebook mentions of the POWER project account for the period
M25 to M36. In Table 10 there is instead an extract of the table detailing the most insightful mentions6. In
parallel with Twitter, Facebook is being used as a networking platform with other EU projects, institutions
and for the events the POWER project participates in.
Table 9 - POWER Facebook page metrics as updated at November 2018 (M36)
Metric

M36 (actual)

M36 target

Nr. of fans

1,227

1,000

Nr. of posts

226

200

4,079

1,000

Actions on Facebook

Table 10 - List of the most insightful Facebook mentions of POWER project M25-M36 (updated in
November 2018)
Date

6

Preview of the post and link

Partner Name

Number of
followers of
account

Posts are selected looking at the number of fans of the account and after a qualitative analysis of the mentions that were
more interesting for the main goals and objectives of the project
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16/05/2018

Flood Serv EU

125

04/06/2018

Oadby Free Spirit
Foundation at
Oadby Youth
Centre

282
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04/06/2018

Business
Development
Group7

489

07/06/2018

Saving Food

876

14/06/2018

Leicester City
Council

15,300

7

Group of follower cities from Hungary
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2.2.2.1. Tested Facebook ads
In the last year different advertising techniques have been tested on Facebook following the engagement
model.
a. Generating traffic to Leicester and Milton Keynes Water Communities
The advertising run from the 18th of April 2018 to the 14th of June 2018. It generated 2,139 clicks (of which
762 in MK and 1,377 in LCC) to the Water communities and reached 63,500 people (of which 18,000 in MK
and 45,700 in LCC) .
As shown in Figure 8, on average men engaged more with the ads than women, with the exception of the
older generations (aged 55+). Unfortunately, Facebook insights does not reveal the type of people that were
engaging with the advertising, e.g. citizens, professionals, academics, etc.
Different communication messages and creativity have been tested both in Leicester and Milton Keynes, as
it is visible in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13. As shown in Figure 10, although Water
Scarcity is not one of the topic that has been developed in Leicester, it was chosen to deliver the same
message to test if flooding was more relevant to the audience in Leicester or not. From the test, we
discovered that people were actually more interested in flooding than water scarcity in Leicester (725 clicks
vs 652); one thing that this suggests is that local issues are indeed more relevant for local citizens.
In the sections that will follow dedicated to each KDC it will be analysed how this advertisement impacted
traffic and registration on the Water Communities.
Figure 8 - POWER Facebook advertising demographics of reached people
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Figure 11 - POWER Facebook
advertising test #1 in Milton
Keynes
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Figure 10 - POWER Facebook advertising test #2 in
Leicester

Figure 12 - POWER Facebook
advertising test #2 in Milton
Keynes

Figure 13 - POWER Facebook
advertising test #3 in Milton
Keynes

b) Generating registrations for Leicester Water Communities
A total of 9 different Facebook ad campaigns were tested between 31st of May and 28th of June 20188 with
the main goal to present users with different messages and attract them to come and sign up to the Leicester
Water Community (LWC). Targeted ads were created for people in different age groups and with different
interests to see how they react to the different messages. The ads were tested not only with local populations
in Leicester, but also with people in the UK in general to see if people from different locations might be

8

None of the campaigns run for the entire time – the shortest one ran only for 48 hours and the longest
one for 7 days.
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interested in the information provided by the LWC. The ads reached a total of 22,688 people and generated
946 clicks to the LWC.
Following types of messages were tested:
 Offering tips about what to do in a flooding situation during a storm in Leicester and in the UK in the
beginning of June 2018 (see Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 18)
 Offering a free flood risk guide upon registering (see Figure 16)
 Providing an explanatory video about the purpose and the functionalities of the LWC (see Figures 15,
16, 18)
 Providing a targeted message for homeowners (see Figures 14-16)
 Providing a targeted message for local business owners (see Figure 17)
 Providing a targeted message for POWER lookalikes on Facebook in the UK (see Figure 18)
Overall, the results show that the ads were more relevant to people from Leicester than for the population
in the UK, which is in-line with the findings in the previous paragraph. Still, one of the most successful ads
(198 clicks) was targeted towards people in the UK similar to people who have already liked and followed the
POWER Facebook page (lookalikes) (see Figure 18). This ad was outperformed only by those with the
explanatory video and the flood risk guide and targeted towards people in Leicester (407 clicks in total for 2
different ads). The ads attracted in general more men (617 clicks in total) than women (329 clicks in total),
however, there were several incentives that worked much better for women than for man. For instance, the
vast majority of clicks on the ads during the heavy rains in Leicester and the UK in the beginning of June 2018
were generated by women (54 clicks from women out of 74 clicks in total) (see Figures 13, 14). People
attracted by the Facebook ads were mainly age 25 – 54.
However, even though the Facebook ad campaigns generated traffic towards the platform, no significant
increase in the registration numbers on the Leicester Water Community was observed. The bounce rate for
users redirected to the Leicester Water Community from Facebook ads was around 90% compared to
bouncing rate of 20% for the same period for people redirected to the LWC via referral links on other websites
(e.g. a link on the website of the Leicester City Council). These findings lead to the conclusions that Facebook
ads are not the right mechanism to attract the relevant audience to the Leicester Water Community.
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Figure 14 - Facebook ad targeted at people from
Leicester during a storm in June 2018

Figure 15 - Facebook ad targeted at people from
the UK during a storm in June 2018

Figure 16 - Facebook ad for homeowners in the UK
with an explanatory video and a flood risk guide
upon registering

Figure 17 - Facebook ad for homeowners in
Leicester with a video
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Figure 19 - Facebook ad with a targeted message
towards POWER lookalikes on Facebook in the UK

2.2.3. LinkedIn
The POWER project is on Linkedin at https://www.linkedin.com/company/11257601/ (project business page)
and https://www.linkedin.com/in/power-project-772b45116/ (project business profile)9.
Relevant LinkedIn water network and other groups, such as the NetwercH2O and the EIP City Blueprint Action
group, are being targeted to communicate and disseminate the project research news, results, potential
networking opportunities and impact to a large community of professionals.
Table 42, included in Annex 3, illustrates the target number of LinkedIn members to be reached in different
stages of the project, as defined by D5.2. Table 11 presents the metrics as updated at November 2018. The

targets for LinkedIn in M36 are 500 members, 200 posts, and 300 actions. At the current moment, LinkedIn
is one of the most difficult social media channels for the POWER project, given its person to person and not
person to business nature. Extra attention will be given to this tool as well in the next months, to ensure that
the project will reach the expected outcome and targets.
Table 11 - POWER LinkedIn page and group metrics as updated at November 2018 (M36)
Metric

M36 (actual)

M36 target

Nr. of members (cumulative)

171

500

Nr. of LinkedIn posts

100

200

Actions on LinkedIn

48

300

9

The LinkedIn page was launched in M18, as such it still reaches a small community of people. The profile was instead
launched at the beginning of the project and as such it reaches a bigger community. However, for the objectives of the project it is
more important to share updates through the project page, rather than through a personal profile #.
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2.3. Media releases
In order to ensure the effective demonstration of the POWER model and foster the political, social, and
environmental uptake, continuous media work is accompanying the actions of the project. The use of this
tool could reach a large audience because of the credibility of the mass media.
Press releases have been published according to project progress. The list of press releases prepared by
POWER project and its partners in the second reporting period is presented in Table 12. Climate Alliance is
the partner drafting the press release and partners adapt and translate according to their requirements and
target groups. Topics include:
- Progress and results of POWER
- Special events
- Important news on water issues (legal or political aspects, etc.).
All press releases are also available in the POWER project website at this address:
https://www.power-h2020.eu/press-releases/
In D5.3 it is possible to find a list of publications and links announcing the launch of the project that were
issued in several countries (page 11).
Table 13 presents the list of media coverage, print and online, of the power project for M25 to M36 as a result

of the press releases that were distributed in the last year.
During the past year, partners have been focusing not only in producing qualitatively high press releases to
be sent to media contacts and journalist at the local and national level, but also working with the
communication offices in each partner institution to make sure that the joint efforts could bring the POWER
project in front of a wider audience.
The publication of the project in the Huffington Post UK, a high quality and high traffic news website10 (the
mention in the article is presented in Figure 20), is particularly noteworthy.
Also noteworthy is the media coverage regarding the Flood Memories campaign that happened in Leicester
in July 2018. The campaign will be better explained in paragraph 2.6.1. What is worth mentioning in at this
point is that local media, such as the BBC Leicester and the Leicester Mercury (presented in Figure 21)
dedicated multiple articles to the campaign, making it possible to reach a wide audience at the local level.
Table 14 presents a non-exhaustive list of the links created by all partners to the POWER website for M25 to

M36. Links are essential for the success and discoverability of a website for two main reasons:
1. Google algorithm works in a way that it gives more prominence to websites with many links
directing to them. This is due to the assumption that if a website has many other resources linking
to it, it means it is a valuable source of information.
2. People visiting the website where the link is included might be driven to click on the link and as
such arrive and discover the POWER website. As such, a high number of links directing to one
website is a valuable source of referral traffic.
Table 12 - List of press releases prepared by POWER project and partners
Date

Dissemination via

Title

Partner name

March
2018

Press release

Nature-based solutions key to combatting local water
challenges (World Water Day)

Climate
Alliance

10

Estimated monthly readers by Similarweb 140 Millions. Data available here:
https://www.similarweb.com/website/huffingtonpost.com#overview
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New contest supports sustainable municipal water concepts

Climate
Alliance

Table 13 - List of selected media coverings of POWER project (updated in November 2018)
Date

11/12/2
017

Published in

ict4water.eu

11/12/2
https://citiblog.co.uk/
017

Title/Link

Partner
Name

POWER releases Digital Social Platform

ICT4Wa
ter,
Climate
Alliance

https://citiblog.co.uk/2017/10/11/mk-council-launch-water-shortagecampaign/

Retema
https://www.retema.es/noticia/power-una-nueva-plataforma-social-para- Revista
05/03/2 https://www.retema.
reunir-las-mejores-practicas-en-gestion-del-agTecnica
018
es/
iaJVy?utm_content=buffer1580d&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twit
de
ter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
Medio
Ambien
te
05/06/2
huffingtonpost.co.uk
018

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/10-ways-the-uk-is-makingstrides-in-sustainableenergy_uk_5ae32933e4b02baed1b9af41?guccounter=2

DMU

21/06/2 https://www.pressre
018
ader.com/

https://www.pressreader.com/uk/leicestermercury/20180621/281797104717058

LCC

21/06/2
018

Leicester Mercury

Share memories of floods - Exhibition will look back to when Brook burst
bands in 1968

LCC

27/06/2
018

bbc.co.uk

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/live/uk-england-derbyshire-44818606

LCC

13/07/2
018

Leicester Mercury

Floods in the frame - with help on hand to beat more destruction

LCC
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Figure 21 - Article about the Flood Memories campaign in Leicester by the Leicester Mercury

Table 14 - Selection of links to the POWER website (December 2017 - November 2018)
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Partner
Name

Title/Link

08/01/ http://www.globalwate http://www.globalwaterforum.org/2018/01/08/assessing-governance2018
rforum.org/
capacity-to-address-water-challenges-in-cities/

KWR

17/01/
2018

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetai
l.groupMeetingDoc&docid=14567

CUBIT

29/01/ https://www.climatealli
2019
ance.org/

http://www.climatealliance.org/newsroom/news/news-detail/newpublication-offers-insight-on-the-ability-of-cities-to-cope-with-waterchallenges.html

Climate
Alliance

29/01/ https://www.klimabuen
2019
dnis.org/

http://www.klimabuendnis.org/newsroom/news/news-detail/neuepublikation-umgang-der-staedte-mit-herausforderungen-im-bereichwasser.html

Climate
Alliance

CUBIT

http://ec.europa.eu/

01/02/
2018

www.cubitlab.com

http://www.cubitlab.com/en/power-newsletter-n-5-is-online/

01/02/
2018

http://ec.europa.eu/

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/10102/2017/EN/SWD2017-449-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF

08/02/
2018

cubitlab.com

http://www.cubitlab.com/en/power-newsletter-n-5-is-online/

CUBIT

08/02/
2018

cubitlab.com

http://www.cubitlab.com/online-la-newsletter-n-5-del-progettopower/

CUBIT

08/02/
2018

ec.europa.eu

https://ec.europa.eu/info/events/eu-industry-day/eu-industry-week2018/italy_en

CUBIT

https://www.aleo.org.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=1147

ALEO

https://www.instagram.com/p/BfvnY6QF010/?taken-by=dribesllados

DribesLl
ados

http://www.climatealliance.org/newsroom/news/news-detail/newstudy-highlights-the-potential-of-wastewater-as-a-valuableresource.html

Climate
Alliance

The new POWER newsletter is out!

Climate
Alliance
+
ICT4Wat
er

10/02/ https://www.aleo.org.u
2018
k
28/02/
2018

instagram.com

07/03/ https://www.climatealli
2018
ance.org/

18/03/
2018

ict4water.eu

19/03/ https://www.climatealli http://www.climatealliance.org/newsroom/news/news-detail/nature- Climate
2018
ance.org/
based-solutions-key-to-combatting-local-water-challenges.html
Alliance
20/03/ www.klimabuendnis.or
2018
g

http://www.klimabuendnis.org/newsroom/news/newsdetail/naturbasierte-loesungen-sind-der-schluessel-zur-bekaempfungder-lokalen-wasserprobleme.html

Climate
Alliance
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http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/news/2018/april/dmusustainability-projects-receive-eu-recognition.aspx

DMU

http://www.aiguessabadell.cat/laula-de-laigua-acull-un-taller04/05/ http://www.aiguessaba
participatiu-per-fer-creixer-la-plataforma-digital-del-projecte-europeu2018
dell.cat/
power/

CASSA

01/06/ https://www.worms.de
2018
/

City of
Worms

https://www.worms.de/de/meinworms/umwelt/klimaschutz/Klimaanpassung/starkregen/

01/06/
2018

http://wascop.eu/

http://wascop.eu/the-third-newsletter-of-the-h2020-projects-onconcentrated-solar-power-is-online/

06/06/
2018

https://dsifair.eu/

https://dsifair.eu/wp-content/uploads/DSI18-Agenda-web.pdf

CUBIT

07/06/
2018

https://dsifair.eu/

https://dsifair.eu/wp-content/uploads/DSIFAIR2018_Report.pdf

CUBIT

14/06/
2018

LCC website news
section

https://news.leicester.gov.uk/news-articles/2018/june/exhibitionaims-to-collect-memories-of-flooding-in-leicester/

LCC

09/07/
2018

LCC website news
section

https://news.leicester.gov.uk/news-articles/2018/july/exhibitionmarks-50-years-since-leicester-s-worst-floods/

LCC

11/07/
http://projectprofit.eu/
2018

http://projectprofit.eu/profit-workshop-dsi-fair-2018/

CUBIT

13/07/ https://www.pressread
2018
er.com/

https://www.pressreader.com/uk/leicestermercury/20180713/281852939338151

LCC

16/10/ https://www.climatealli
2018
ance.org/

http://www.climatealliance.org/newsroom/news/news-detail/newcontest-supports-sustainable-municipal-water-concepts.html

Climate
Alliance

17/10/ https://www.klimabuen
2018
dnis.org/

http://www.klimabuendnis.org/aktivitaeten/projekte/power/powerideen-wettbewerb.html

Climate
Alliance

18/10/ https://www.klimabuen
2018
dnis.org/

https://www.klimabuendnis.org/home.html

Climate
Alliance

28/11/ https://www.klimabuen
2018
dnis.org/

http://www.klimabuendnis.org/newsroom/news/newsdetail/wettbewerb-unterstuetzt-nachhaltige-kommunalewasserkonzepte.html

Climate
Alliance

2.4. The ‘link and scale-up approach’
2.4.1. Knowledge mobilization workshops
Workshops related to Task 3.5 (Engagement model development and implementation), Task 4.3 (Impact of
the DSP) and Task 4.4 (Trends and pressures and UWCS performance) have been organised in each KDC to
fulfil a number of specific aims:
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1. to demonstrate the general purpose of the POWER Water Community employing a hands-on
approach; as such demonstrating how to use the platform and to generate feedback. The intention
was for potential users to feel comfortable when using the platform;
2. to ascertain through direct dialogue the impression of local stakeholders, be they municipal civil
servants, representatives of the local water sector, industrialists and SMEs and citizens concerning
the potential usefulness of the POWER DSP from a social perspective;
3. to present the KDC subject and discuss about it in order to obtain a clear impression regarding to
what extent stakeholders were i) aware of the identified problem in their municipality and ii)
concerned about the consequences of inaction regarding the challenge to be addressed.
The first round of workshop has been run with the schedule presented in Table 15. A new round of workshops
is planned to take place in each KDC between M36 and M39 (January-March 2019). The project partners are
at the time of writing in the process of organising the new workshops. The outcome of the workshops will be
described and reported in deliverable D4.3 Report on the Workshops.
Table 15 - Workshop dates, location and theme for the workshop held in 2018
Date

City and theme

2 March 2018

Leicester - Flood risk workshop for citizens of Leicester

16 March 2018

Milton Keynes - Water Scarcity in Milton Keynes

29 April 2018
Language: English
30 April 2018
Language: Hebrew/Arabic

Jerusalem - Introducing the role of Hagihon in POWER

3 May 2018

Sabadell - Water Digital Social Platform in Sabadell. Education, quality and reuse

2.4.2. Social hub activities - continuous by the means of the DSP
At the moment the Best Practice Repository11 (BPR) contains 57 best practices connected to 17 different
cities, smaller municipalities, states and countries. Most of the best practices are located in the section
“Extreme weather events”, namely 36, under “featured”. 10 featured best practices can be found under
“Reduction of water consumption”, 5 under “Quality of water reuse” and 7 featured best practices under
“Variables related to water conservation”. At the moment, contributed best practices, meaning best
practices coming from registered users which are not part of the POWER project, do not exist because of the
physical and technical difficulties in recruiting participants for the BPR. Cities representative are very
reluctant in signing something, checking very carefully what advantage it would bring to their city and how
much time is needed to contribute. The internal procedure at the moment to upload best practices to the
BPR is: Climate Alliance contacts city representatives that are innovative in the water area, make contact with
the relevant people within the administration and manage to receive text and images regarding the city of
contact. Subsequently, the information needs to be optimised for publication and approval is requested from
higher levels of the administration. Once they have approved the submission, Climate Alliance proceeds to
upload the content on the BPR. Although the best practices have not been published under the “community”
area in the BPR, they do are the outcome of a community approach, as they are the outcome of the
networking and collaboration between the POWER project and the cities involved in the BPR. The cities itself
is in fact responsible for providing the Best Practice.

11

https://bestpractices.power-h2020.eu/
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Table 17 presents the list (with the link published on the best practice on the BPR) of all best practices that
have been published since the beginning of the project. Best practices are organised per country and per city.
It is visible that some cities have been more active than others in contributing their best practices in the BPR.
In addition, it is clearly visible, also from Figure 22, that they cover a wide range of countries outside of Europe
as well. The number of best practices uploaded is increasing month on month creating a large collection of
water best practices that is valuable not only for professionals, but also for citizens.

Table 16 - Communication statistics for the Best practice repository in November 2018 (M36)
Communication KPIs

M36

Number of visits

1276

Number of registered DSP users

21

No. of issues shared

5

Number of Best practice summaries loaded (POWER
team)

62 in the HUB, 59 in the PUB

Number of follower cities covered

4

Table 17 - List of best practices uploaded to the BPR in M25-M36
Locations

Austria

Bad Säckingen

Number of best
practices

8

2

Title and link
●

Land unter in Österreich

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Niederösterreich

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Tirol

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Steiermark

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Kärnten

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Wien

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Oberösterreich

●

Leitfaden zur Oberflächenentwässerung in Vorarlberg

●

Dezentrale Regenwasserbewirtschaftung mit ökologischen
Flächenbelägen

●

Private, gewerbliche und öffentliche Bewirtschaftung von
Niederschlagswasser

Berlin

1

●

Systematic detection of leakages

San Diego, California

1

●

Water budget rate structure

Copenhagen

1

●

Dual Porosity Filtration to treat surface water

Ettlingen

1



Water-saving-boxes

Elmshorn

1

●

Wenn das Wasser von beiden Seiten kommt

●

A multilayer approach to decrease water losses

●

Maintaining water quality in rooftop tanks

●

Water Quality Lab

●

Comprehensive awareness campaigns

Jerusalem

Zarqa, Jordan

3

1
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Lübeck

Melbourne

Milton Keynes

Ober-Grafendorf

Rennes

9

4

2

5

1

7
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●

How to deal with restricted sites and levels

●

Mapping and assessment

●

Increasing capacity of flow plain areas

●

River flow improvements

●

SuDS: Improving permeable surfaces

●

SuDS: Wetland project

●

Knowledge base

●

Minimising flood risk in the planning process

●

SuDS: Opening up a watercourse to imporve amenity and biodiversity

●

Analyse der Überflutungssituation durch Starkregen

●

Ergebnisse und Erkenntnisse

●

Stärkung der Vorsorge vor starkregenbedingten Überschwemmungen

●

Warnsystem

●

Water sensitive city

●

Total Watermark policy

●

Monitor and reduce water consumption in Council offices and properties

●

Anglian Water Leakage Reduction

●

Anticipated reduction in supply demand balance

●

Smart Water reduction initiatives

●

Anglian Water Customer Awareness Campaigns

●

Intelligentes Regenwassermanagement

●

A local water saving program

●

Partnering with DIY stores to reduce water consumption

●

Water Ambassadors to citizens

●

Land protection for the preservation of water resources

●

A label for foodstuffs that preserve water quality

●

Guidelines for natural gardening

●

A multi-stakeholder advisory committee for the management of a
catchment area

Rotterdam

Sabadell

Singapore

Worms

1

3

1

7

●

Water Square

●

Managed aquifer recharge

●

Non-potable water expansion Master Plan

●

Analytical water quality monitoring, controlling and reporting

●

Punggol waterways ridges

●

Heavy Rain Maps

●

Good practice examples for heavy rain management

●

Workshop "Heavy Rains"

●

Climate adaptation plan

●

Citizen information

●

Initiative to face heavy rainfall

●

Stormwater management
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Figure 22 - Screenshot of the BPR website map presenting all cities that have contributed

2.4.3. Industry panels
Networking and engagement with industry representative is a key element of the POWER engagement and
communication strategy. As such, a number of Industry panels have been planned for the project. Table 18
illustrates the plan for the event.
The first industry panel was run as an online webinar and was included as a local event in the EU Industry
Days 201812. During the event, an online webinar run as a digital round table, experts have been discussing
about different water challenges in Europe, from flooding issues in Leicester (UK), to water quality in Sabadell
(Spain), to water conservation in Milton Keynes (UK). Through five round tables about different issues the
POWER approach to digital and social innovation in the area of water environmental challenges has been
presented and the sharing of knowledge, opinions, and best practices about different local issues were
facilitated to reach social innovation by the ‘network effect’.
The webinar format for the industry panel proved to be very useful and beneficial for the attendees. During
the panel the key issues addressed in the project were discussed with the industry representatives. This
provided additional insight for the project partners and the POWER consortium members profited from the
opportunity to discuss their water challenges with industry specialists. Moreover, the attendees learnt more
about the POWER project itself. Some of them express interest in becoming the followers case studies in the
project.
The event was shared live on Facebook through a live streaming (presented in Figure 23) and on Twitter
through a live tweeting stream. This allowed to reach a wider audience. On Facebook, in fact, 125 people
were reached and 52 of them viewed the panel session.

12

https://ec.europa.eu/info/events/eu-industry-day/eu-industry-week-2018_en
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The second Industry Panel was instead run during the Climate Alliance conference in Barcelona on the 1st
October 2018. The session was organised in two parts: firstly, two presentations, the first by Richard Elelman
with the title “The social and political consequences of POWER” and the second by Selma Mergner, Climate
Change Adaptation Officer of the city of Worms in Germany, about climate change adaptation and heavy rain
in Worms. In the second part discussion with the audience was nurtured.
The panel was streamed live on Facebook as well reaching an even larger number of people than the first
Industry Panel: 326 people were reached on Facebook, of whom 115 viewed the video, as presented in Figure
24.
Table 18 - Industry panel dates, location and theme
Date

Location

Theme

22 February
2018

Online webinar

POWER H2020 - A digital and social approach to
local water issue

1 October 2018

Barcelona, Escuela Universitaria de Ingeniería
Técnica Industrial

The social consequences of digital platforms POWER H2020

Figure 23 - POWER Industry Panel Facebook live streaming for EU Industry Days
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Figure 24 - POWER Industry Panel Facebook live streaming in October 2018

2.4.4. Training sessions - at least 1 per year
Training sessions are particularly important for KDCs partners because they make it possible for users to learn
how to use the DSPs platforms. Partners in KDCs are actively involved in presenting the DSPs and training
new users on how to use them.
Training sessions are not organised as stand-alone events but are incorporated in other events and
presentation of POWER during: information desk, presentation, workshop on events or conferences when
the DSP is going public.
In the specific training sessions have been held:
 during the Leicester workshop in March 2018;
 during Milton Keynes workshop in March 2018;
 during Sabadell workshop in May 2018;
 during Jerusalem workshop in April 2018;
 during the presentation at the Energy Cities Annual Conference, Rennes in April 2018.
More training events are planned for the next months, to make sure that people are aware and educated on
how to use the DSPs and as such motivated to participate.

2.5. Conferences and events where POWER project was presented
Presentations at conferences are an important communication tool for the POWER project. A plan for all
conferences and presentations was introduced in deliverables D5.2 and D5.1. Presentations to create
awareness of the importance of the POWER DSP model are a central communication and dissemination
activity for the whole consortium. The importance of POWER with regard to environmental challenges to
European society and beyond is visualised at selected events and the project’s progress will be promoted
using the websites and social networks. To attract the interest of potential stakeholder’s project partners
participate
on
national,
European
and
international
events
and
conferences.
Table 19 presents the conferences attended by the POWER consortium between M25 and M36.
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December 2017
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Conference name and location
ICT4Water Cluster Meeting, Brussels, Belgium
Eco-schools EDI-Net training event with POWER presentation, Leicester, UK
TEAMPLENUM, Flackl- Wirt, Reichenau, Austria

January 2018

5 Cycles of Conferences “Aigua I Mon”, Sabadell, Spain
10. Kommunale Klimakonferenz, Berlin, Germany
GLOBAL CAREER WEEK Conference - Careers Driven by Sustainable Values, Berlin, Germany

February 2018

BDEW (German Association of Energy and Water Industries): Project group digitalization of
water management
Kongress Energieautonome Kommunen, Freiburg, Germany
CITIES TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE, Oxford, UK
Aigua I Món cycle: conference 1. Sabadell Spain

March 2018

Flood and Coast 2018, Telford, UK
RCE Young Leaders in Sustainable Development, Leicester, UK
Klimawandel und seine Folgen fü r die Umwelt in Hessen, Wiesbaden, Germany
Aigua I Món cycle: conference 2. Sabadell Spain
8th World Water Forum13, Brazilia

April 2018

Energy Cities Annual Conference, Rennes, France
DMU TEF Tour in Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur and Kuching
2018 UK-IWA Young Water Professionals Conference, Cranfield, UK
DMU Festival of Teaching, Citizens’ Science Café, Leicester, UK
Local Government FLood Forum, London, UK
Aigua I Món cycle: conference 3. Sabadell Spain
EEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference, Barcelona, Spain

May 2018

International Conference on ICT for Sustainability (ICT4S), Toronto, Canada
Aigua I Món cycle: conference 4. Sabadell Spain
Vallè s Circular Market Place. Castellar del Vallè s, Spain

13

http://www.fma2018.pt/en/
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SWAN 8th Annual Conference, Barcelona, Spain
June 2018

International Workshop on the Social Web for Environmental and Ecological Monitoring
(SWEEM 2018)
Booth at the networking village of the European Sustainability Week EUSEW, Brussels, Belgium
DSI Fair 2018 (CAPSSi event), Rome, Italy
ICT4Water/WSSTP European Water Innovation, Brussels, Belgium
DMU - UN Refugees Week Event - UN Sustainable Development Goals, Leicester, UK
Riverside Festival, Leicester, UK
Sustainable Energy City 2018 Conference, Constanta, Romania

July 2018

Annual CAPS community workshop, organised by CAPSSI
Multi Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems MCCSIS
Future of Water - Water Resources East Launch event, Lincoln, UK
Joint Conference in Water Distribution Systems Analysis & Computing and Control in the Water
Industry in Kingston, Ontario, Canada,
Flood memories exhibition, Newarke Houses Museum, Leicester, UK
EUROPEAN SCIENCE OPEN FORUM – How Blue are our Cities? Toulouse, France
EUROPEAN SCIENCE OPEN FORUM – Where is the World’s Water? Toulouse, France

August 2018
September 2018

IWA World Water Congress & Exhibition, Japan (KWR)
WatefCon 2018. Future of Water in Europe: Local, regional and global best practice. September
5th-7th 2018. University of Aveiro, Portugal
Granicus digital engagement Summit, RIBA, London 20 th September

October 2018

International Climate Alliance Conference 2018, Barcelona, Spain
i-KNOW International Conference on Knowledge Technologies and Data-driven Business
Earth System Governance Conference, Lund, Sweden
WATER-EMPLOYMENT-MIGRATION, UFM-GWP MED, Barcelona, Spain
POWER Project presented at INTENSIFY Thematic Event, Milton Keynes, UK

November 2018

National Climate Alliance Conference 2018, Kaiserslautern, Germany
Eco-schools Roadshow, Leicester, UK
Earth Systems Governance Conference, Utrecht
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2.6. Engagement activities in KDCs and DSPs communication
The Water Community Platforms (DSP PUB) are opened to all citizens and residents in the key demonstration
cities (KDCs) or to people interested in their respective water environmental challenges, having access to the
information provided in the challenges. Deliverable D3.4 Report on the engagement model illustrates and
explain the different engagement approaches applied in the KDCs and the communication and engagement
focus in each city.
Table 20 summarises the activity and variables in all KDCS, which will be analysed in more details in the
following sections.
Table 20 - Report on activity on POWER KDCs’ DSPs in November 2018 for M25-M36
Variables

Leicester

Milton Keynes

Jerusalem

Sabadell

3748

2,188

980

2,833

201

147

76

108

480

339

142

234

8

5

2

3

132

85

68

58

Number of all touch-point
interactions (DSP usage &
physical interaction) for the
target audience

417:
- 59 accepted
comments
- 51 accepted replies
- 147 likes
- 132 challenges
(issues) shared
- 18 events published
in challenges
- 10 surveys
answered

332:
- 64 accepted
comments
- 34 accepted replies
- 132 likes
- 85 challenges
(issues) shared
- 0 events published
in challenges
- 17 surveys
answered

Topical contributions
addressing changes in
behaviours to be
stimulated

13 challenges (issues) 13 challenges (issues)
12 challenges
published
published
(issues) published

No. of communications
(e.g. mailings, socialmedia,
flyerc ampaigns,
publications, etc.)

32:
Newsletter – 1
- Newsletter: 1
Events – 7
- Events: 10
Press coverage
- Engagement mail: 1
external – 1
- Tweets: 5
Press coverage
- Facebook ads: 10
internal -1
- Facebook posts: 3 Engagement Email –
- Press release: 1
1
- media reports: 1
Social media postings
–2

Number of unique DSP
visitors
Number
of
platform users

registered

No. of logins
Number of best practices
uploaded
Number of issues shared

148:
- 28 accepted
comments
- 12 accepted
replies
- 22 likes
- 68 challenges
(issues) shared
- 0 events
published in
challenges
- 0 surveys
answered

n/a

272:
- 47 accepted
comments
- 33 accepted replies
- 121 likes
- 57 challenges
(issues) shared
- 1 event published in
challenges
- 13 surveys answered

12 challenges (issues)
published (in three
languages each)

6
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Social media issues
shares - 72

No. of recipients of the
communications

149.515:
Newsletter c.a. 7000
- Newsletter: ~7.000
Events – 500
- Events: 160
Email - 10
- Email: 10
- Tweets: 73900
- Facebook ads:22688
- Facebook posts: 757
- media reports:45000

n/a

40650

2.6.1. Leicester
The main goal for Leicester City Council within the POWER platform is to promote awareness of potential
extreme weather events, such as flooding, by providing real time river water-levels, flood warnings and
information on how people can become better prepared for flooding. The POWER DSP allows citizens to
monitor the flood risk during potentially severe weather events. They can also assess their potential risk of
flooding by exploring the map provided, increasing individual and collective awareness. By connecting city
inhabitants through a network, they can learn, understand and discuss different types of flood risk and find
out how others users have become aware and prepared for flooding. The Council also aims to promote
natural flood risk management and sustainable urban drainage systems, through sharing of best practice in
Best Practice Repository.
The key elements objectives of the engagement approach for Leicester are:
- Increase individual and collective knowledge of different types of flooding that can take place in
Leicester;
- Enable citizens, communities and businesses to understand their flood risk and monitor their risk
through a visual exploration of water flood risk information;
- Raise awareness and preparedness on flood risk to encourage participants to take actions within the
platform such as developing a flood plan;
- Co-creation and co-design of topical contributions from young users on flood risk awareness and
preparedness;
- Engaging with school students (8-14 years of age) to increase awareness and aid in the dissemination
of POWER and the Digital Social Platform.
Table 21 presents the activities for communication and engagement held in Leicester up until November 2018.

Representatives from Leicester City Council have reported a variety of strengths and weaknesses, resulting
from the implementation of the project communication and engagement strategy during their events over
the last year. Through self-reflection and sharing of event experiences between each of the KDC’s and the
consortium, measures have been implemented to maximise the benefits of the strengths and have been built
upon the weaknesses. This collective approach and self-reflection by the consortium, continues to improve
the projects communication and engagement strategy over the duration of the project. A summary of the
identified strengths and weaknesses have been presented below:
Strengths:
- It has been proved beneficial to refer to the DSP as the “Water Community” to enable target
audiences to be more receptive to the resource and its contents and to improve their understanding
of flood risk;
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- Exposure to all forms of media (newspaper articles and press releases, social media, television, radio,
podcast and newsletters) are fundamental for increasing not only exposure of project, but also
encouraging attendance of events and increasing usage of the Water Community;
- Collaborating with existing events, which are organised by other organisations, partners or projects
in Leicester, has been the most successful way of disseminating the project outcomes and engaging
with new stakeholders;
- Shorter events have been more successful than longer ones, because attendees are less likely to
experience fatigue and therefore are supportive of the project and its outcomes.
By minimising the possibility of fatigue feedback by attendees on the DSP, its design, structure, content and
future development is more constructive from stakeholders.
Things to improve:
- Given the ad hoc nature of extreme weather in the UK and particularly the occurrence of flooding in
Leicester, It has been difficult to nurture interest in the water subject to each of the different
stakeholder groups;
- The knowledge mobilisation workshops revealed potential for improvement of some of the platform
elements and features. For example, some of the participants considered the initial blueprint/spider
chart of personal and collective progress as too complex. The feedback received was analysed and
incorporated for example in the revised version of the gamified knowledge visualisation model,
incorporating further features that can motive users to extend their platform usage. This revised
version has been extensively and successfully tested (explained in detail in section 4 in D3.3).
- In the wake of the recent data mining scandals by social media corporations such as Facebook and
the introduction of GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations) 2018, stakeholders are extremely
reluctant to register on the DSP.
Predominantly the desktop version of the DSP has been used at events and as a result the exposure of the
MOB has been limited. This was partly due to ongoing app improvements and lack of presence on the Apple
app store. Both have been addressed and the MOB is currently being showcased at in-person events.
Table 22 presents the activities for communication and engagement planned in Leicester for the next months.

Table 21 - Activities for communication and engagement held in Leicester
Quarter &
Year

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

Q4 2017
Q1 2018

- Leicester mobilisation workshop

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

LCC

Q2 2018

- Festival of teaching (Figure 25)
- Local Government Flood Forum (Figure 26)
- Riverside Festival (Figure 27)

Educational Institutes
Professionals & Politicians
Citizens

LCC and DMU

Q3 2018

- Flood memories exhibition (Figure 28)

LCC

- Eco-Schools: POWER project workshop
- Eco-Schools: Banner/poster competition

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Educational Institutes
Educational Institutes

- Design-Jam for Sustainability

Students, citizens

LCC and DMU

Q4 2018
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Table 22 - Activities for communication and engagement planned for M37-M42 in Leicester
Quarter &
Year
Q4 2018

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

- Eco-Schools Roadshow
- Eco-Schools - POWER project workshop
- Eco-Schools: Banner/poster competition
- Social Media Campaign: Flood risk awareness (part of
the Environment Agency national campaign)
- Flood Memories follow up exhibition - Aylestone

Educational Institutes
Educational Institutes
Educational Institutes
Citizens

LCC

Q1 2019

- Eco-Schools - POWER project workshop
- Eco-Schools: Banner/poster competition
- Thurnby Lodge community workshop - link to
‘ConCensus’

Educational Institutes
Educational Institutes
Citizens

LCC

Q2 2019

- Eco-Schools - POWER project workshop

Educational Institutes

LCC

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

Table 45, included in Annex 4, presents the communication and engagement KPIs for the city of Leicester,
whereas Table 23 presents the communication and engagement numbers achieved in Leicester by November

2018 (M36).
Table 23 - Communication numbers for Leicester in November 2018 (M36)
Communication KPIs

M36

Number of relevant target groups engaged

2

Number of registered DSP users

105

No. of logins

274

No. of Links with other cities established

0

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, Press releases,
Social media, etc.)

32:
- Newsletter: 1
- Events: 10
- Engagement mail: 1
- Tweets: 5
- Facebook ads: 10
- Facebook posts: 3
- Press release: 1
- media reports: 1

No. of recipients of the above mentioned communications

149.515:
- Newsletter: ~7.000
- Events: 160
- Email: 10
- Tweets: 73900
- Facebook ads:22688
- Facebook posts: 757
- media reports:45000

No of citizen and stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings

3
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28

Figure 25 - Festival of Teaching Citizens’ Science Cafe

Figure 26 - Local Government Flood Forum
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Figure 28 - Flood Risk Memories Exhibition – 50th Anniversary

2.6.2. Milton Keynes
Milton Keynes is a smart city and pioneers data management through projects and initiatives such as the
multiple strand MK Smart and the Transport Systems Catapult. In the POWER project, Milton Keynes
encourages water conservation using social awareness incentives. The engagement approach provides
frameworks to incentivise householders. The key objectives of the engagement approach for Milton Keynes
are:
-

Raise awareness on the importance of water conservation and water efficiency at the household
level;

-

Provision of information and resources on how to save money on energy costs by using less hot
water;

-

Improve belief of self-efficacy to reduce per-capita consumption through the exchange of knowledge
about water savings;

-

Co-creation and co-design of topical contributions from young users on water scarcity awareness and
water conservation.

Table 24 presents the activities for communication and engagement held in Milton Keynes up until November

2018.
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Quarter &
Year

Activity

Target group
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Partner’s name

Q4 2017

- City Labs, Research and Innovation in The Digital Professionals,
Economy event
makers

Q1 2018

- Milton Keynes mobilisation workshop (Figure 29)

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

MKCC

Q2 2018

- Refill awareness campaign
- Meeting with MK Planning team and Anglian Water
about future growth projects
- Attending the Granicus Digital Engagement Summit in
London

Citizens
Professionals & Politicians

MKCC

- Refill awareness campaign
- Meeting with Anglian Water to discuss further ways of
working together and using MK DSP
- Meeting with “Transition MK”, a community
organisation about the Refill project
- Attending Milton Keynes Regatta (Figure 30)

Citizens
Professionals & Politicians

- Design Jam for Sustainability

Citizens, students

MKCC, DMU,
EIPCM

- Library event to encourage DSP sign up to coincide with
international Imagine a Day without Water

Citizens

MKCC and DMU

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

decision MKC

Professionals & Politicians
MKCC

Citizens
Citizens

POWER partners from the Milton Keynes City Council have reported different strengths and weaknesses to
the strategy and implementation during the last year, which the partners are currently working on to make
it stronger.
Strengths:
- Social media and media exposure are very important for increasing not only exposure of project, but
also attendance of events and usage of the Water Community; meetings with the MKC
Communication team have highlighted the importance of delivering messages from POWER on Social
Media
- It proved to be important to refer to the DSP as to “Water Community” to make people more open
to engaging with the DSP, this was less formal and invited citizens to find out more about what they
could do to save water;
- Attending existing events, organised by other partners or projects in Milton Keynes has been a
successful way of disseminating the project outcomes and of engaging new audiences;
- Shorter events have been more successful than longer ones: this may be because attendees become
less attentive and responsive after two hours and they also find it difficult to find more than a couple
of hours in their schedules for attending workshops and events
Things to improve:
- It has been difficult to nurture interest on water subject in the different stakeholders; water is not
the most important amenity to citizens because it is relatively cheap compared to electricity and gas
and there have been no water shortages in supplies for many years.
- The knowledge mobilisation workshops revealed potential improvement of some visual and
functional elements of the platform. As previously mentioned, such feedback has been considered
by for example extending and revising the gamified knowledge visualisation model (see D3.4) and
other design/functional improvements of the platform.
- After the recent data mining scandals about social media, people were very reluctant to register on
the DSP; despite reassurances of safekeeping and trust in the MK Council, data security remains a
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priority and people will not disclose personal information unless there is something they need to sign
up to.
- People seems to be more interested in the desktop version of the DSP, rather than the mobile one,
although most of the traffic arrives from mobile. Feedback from citizens and the water industry was
that the initial mobile version design was not easy to navigate. This feedback was considered in the
MOB app improvements, which are being further tested with current users.
Table 24 presents the activities for communication and engagement planned in Milton Keynes for the next
months. Table 45, included in Annex 4, presents the communication and engagement KPIs for the city of
Milton Keynes, whereas Table 25 presents the communication and engagement numbers achieved in Milton
Keynes by November 2018 (M36).
Table 25 - Activities for communication and engagement planned for M37-M42 in Milton Keynes
Quarter &
Year

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

Q4 2018

- Create ‘Imagine a day without water’ display at MK
Central Library. Water saving devices from the water
company given away and people encouraged to visit DSP
and sign up.
- Presented and discussed POWER project at Intensify TE1
in Milton Keynes October 30th and 31st
- social media campaign to promote the Idea Contest

Citizens

Q1 2019

- Refill awareness campaign

Citizens

MKCC

Q2 2019

n/a

n/a

MKCC

MKCC

EU project partners and
professionals
Citizens

Table 26 - Communication numbers for Milton Keynes in November 2018 (M36)
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups engaged

M36
3

Number of registered DSP users

147

No. of logins

339

No. of Links with other cities established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings, Press releases,
Social media, etc.)

No. of recipients of the above mentioned communications

No of citizen and stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings

0
Newsletter – 1
Events – 7
Press coverage external – 1
Press coverage internal -1
Engagement Email – 1
Social media postings – 2
Social media issues shares - 72
Newsletter c.a. 7000
Events – 500
Email - 10
2
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Figure 29 - Milton Keynes Workshop

Figure 30 - Milton Keynes Regatta – Public facing engagement
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Figure 32 - Milton Keynes library event to coincide with international Imagine a Day without Water
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2.6.3. Jerusalem
The main goal for the city of Jerusalem is to promote water conservation behaviours, achieve quantifiable
water savings and improve awareness regarding water quality by sharing data with other water utilities. The
objective is to encourage a rational use of water, and encourage the implementation non-revenue water
(NRW) reduction and water quality monitoring technologies and methodologies.
The key objectives of the engagement approach for Jerusalem are:
- Raise awareness that water is a limited resource and should be conserved and quality maintained;
- Encourage the rational use of water among citizens and achieve quantifiable water savings;
- Facilitate sharing information to promote efficient water use in community gardens;
- Encourage the implementation of non-revenue water (NRW) reduction and water quality monitoring
technologies and methodologies among other water utilities.
In Jerusalem, Hagihon has identified entities in four groups of stakeholders:
1. School Children:
Hosting educational visits of a wide variety of school children – from different cultural & ethnic backgrounds
for 3 – 4 hour sessions regarding importance of water conservation. During 2018 over 4,680 students from
48 schools.
Target Classes to interact with DSP – Hagihon identified two classes (Ort High School, Ariel High School).
Development of interaction was not successful, due to Principals’ refusal to allow children to sign
“confidentiality waiver”.
Providing professional advice to schools regarding installing rainwater storage tanks for irrigation in the
summer or washing toilets throughout the year. During 2018 Hagihon has been working with 5 schools.
2. Customers:
 Ecological Activists / Community Gardens. Hagihon connected with Community Gardens (see
Figure 29 for some examples of community gardens):
 Mizmor le-David (https://www.facebook.com/MizmorGarden/ )
 Jerusalem Nature Museum (https://www.facebook.com/groups/119707971423090
 Musllala – roof garden in Jerusalem: http://muslala.org/
 In 2018 Hagihon has collaborated with more than 74 gardens.
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 Collaboration includes: (1) Discussing and operating in and with DSP. (2) Use of water-saving
irrigation methods. Knowledge is then shared with private gardens in neighbourhood. (3)
Hagihon offers and provides professional and theoretical assistance as well as real
equipment that helps gardens to save water.
3. General Public – providing information regarding annual utility wide NRW
 Providing information regarding importance of water quality
 Water quality reports.
 Providing access to online Irrigation Calculator (calculates required irrigation according to
size of garden and type of vegetation).
 Instructions regarding cleaning home roof-top water storage tanks. Flyer was also widely
publicized in the local media.
 Instruction regarding conduct during Water Quality Emergency
 Campaign to encourage residents to report water leak / burst pipe.
 Informing public of innovative “Smart Water Utility” NRW reducing technologies
implemented
 Increase awareness to water quality by distributing fliers all over Jerusalem.
4. Municipality:
 Interaction with Director of Community Gardens Department.
 Partnership with Deputy Mayor Ms. Hagit Moshe
Table 27 presents the activities for communication and engagement held in Jerusalem up until November

2018. POWER partners and users from Jerusalem have identified different strengths and weaknesses.
Participants attending the workshop with DSP users in April 2018 agreed that the platform (DSP) is a relevant
digital tool that supports and strengthens their cause and it also helps to raise awareness among Jerusalem’s
citizens on water savings. However, activists from community gardens mentioned that they communicate
mainly through Facebook groups, WhatsApp, Twitter, LinkedIn or Instagram. For a stronger engagement with
this target group, participants recommended that the platform could facilitate their communication in a
similar manner as the mentioned social media channels.
Table 28 presents the activities for communication and engagement planned in Jerusalem for the next 6
months. Table 47, included in Annex 4, presents the communication and engagement KPIs for the city of
Jerusalem, whereas Table 29 presents the communication and engagement numbers achieved in Jerusalem

by November 2018 (M36).
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Figure 35 - Hagihon: Power flier in 5 Languages and distributed to customers

Table 27 - Activities for communication and engagement held in Jerusalem
Quarter &
Year

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

Q4 2017

- Translating all the texts in Hebrew into the DSP site

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

Hagihon

Q1 2018

- Translating all the texts in Hebrew into the DSP site

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

Hagihon

Q2 2018

- Activities14 designed to connect children to the
experience of working in community gardens
- Jerusalem mobilisation workshop
- Guiding children for smart irrigation15

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

Hagihon

14
15

Professionals & Politicians

https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/pcb.787003051489740/786945724828806/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/pcb.821693251354053/821689788021066/?type=3&theater
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- HaGihon participated in a water contest in Jerusalem.
The participants were high school students. This
competition raised awareness of water conservation
- Community Garden: MUSLALA is in contact with POWER
to promote collaborations according to the work plan
listed in the ConCencus document.
- HaGihon and the deputy mayor Miss. Hagit Moshe are
trying to promote a conference with heads of academic
institutes in Jerusalem in order to find solutions for smart
irrigation and water saving.
- On Jun 5 there was a wedding in one community garden
that works with Hagihon16. The goal is to bring the
residents closer to the garden activities, where we
educate the residents to save water.
- Translating all the texts in Hebrew into the DSP site
Q3 2018

- Festival17 in a neighborhood garden in Jerusalem
- Training18 for the construction of irrigation beds
- A toy and children's books festival19 in the gardens of
Jerusalem
- A flyer20 explaining the importance of the connection
between the population and the cultivation of the
communal garden
- Translating all the texts in Hebrew into the DSP site

Citizens
Professionals & Politicians

Hagihon

Citizens
Citizens

Table 28 - Activities for communication and engagement planned for M37-M42 in Jerusalem
Quarter &
Year
Q4 2018

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Activity

Target group

- Develop “twinning” relationships between Jerusalem
schoolchildren and schoolchildren from other POWER
member cities
- Identifying “Target Classes” to interact with DSP
- Connect to Community Gardens throughout the City

School Children

- Share experiences and methodologies used in highly
successful “Israel is Drying Up” water conservation
campaign (2008 – 2018).
- List on DSP innovative water conservation and water
quality technologies (for utility and home use)

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

Partner’s name

Hagihon

School Children
Citizens

Hagihon

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

- Instructions regarding installing one-directional valve to Citizens, Professionals &
prevent reverse flow of contamination from home
Politicians
irrigation / businesses to Hagihon network
- Connect to Community Gardens throughout the City
Citizens

Hagihon

16

https://www.facebook.com/GinatOrZamenhoff/videos/1695069183903012/UzpfSTMxNjU0MTI1NTIwMjU5MTo3NzE4MzE
3ODk2NzM1MzM/?hc_ref=ARS5ST_ZkChId6poE4Y5FrWSKzEnOy6evAYHJuLcwv0RvIWWgllfghUcfV9IXLv-4Vo&fref=nf
17
https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/a.316710538518996/846838085506236/?type=3&theater
18
https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/pcb.843264965863548/843258725864172/?type=3&theater
19
https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/a.316710538518996/832280500295328/?type=3&theater
20
https://www.facebook.com/kehilat.ginot.jlm/photos/pb.316541255202591.2207520000.1537190590./848748315315213/?type=3&theater
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Communication KPIs
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M36

Number of relevant target groups engaged

2

Number of registered DSP users

36

No. of logins

91

No. of Links with other cities established

0

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, Press releases,
Social media, etc.)

Newsletter – 1
Events – 7
Engagement Email - 1

No. of recipients of the above mentioned communications

Newsletter c.a. 7000
Events – 100
Email - 10

No of citizen and stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings

0

Number of hits on the POWER section within the Hagihon
City Council website

28

2.6.4. Sabadell
In the city of Sabadell water is supplied in two types of water: drinking water and water for non-drinking
purposes. The main goals of the city of Sabadell is to promote improved water quality as well as a reduction
in the consumption of drinking water to be replaced by non-potable water through the active involvement
of citizens. The POWER DSP provides the consumers with information to encourage better management of
resources and a reduction in the consumption of drinking water to be replaced by non-potable water. CASSA
is implementing an information system that enables real-time information about the quality and conditions
of service throughout their distribution networks. By connecting city inhabitants through a digital social
network, they will be able to identify different levels of water quality for drinking and non-potable water,
take appropriate decisions and openly judge and voice their opinions concerning the resource.
The key objectives of the engagement approach for Sabadell are:
- Increase knowledge and awareness on different water topics to promote environmental protection
and responsible water consumption, including drinking water quality and reuse of non-potable
water;
- Co-creation and co-design of topical contributions from young users on water quality and water
conservation;
- Expand the existing non-potable water network according to citizens’ demand and to promote its
use through transparent public participation.
Table 30 presents the activities for communication and engagement held in Sabadell until November 2018.

Table 30 - Activities for communication and engagement held in Sabadell
Quarter &
Year

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

Q4 2017

- DSP New Challenges & Restructuration Old Ones

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

CASSA

Q1 2018

- Aigua i Món’18 Conference Cycle

Citizens and Professionals

CASSA
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Q2 2018

- DSP New Challenges & Restructuration Old Ones

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

- First ConCensus workshop (Figure 36)

Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Citizens and Professionals
Citizens
Professionals
Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians

CASSA

Citizens and Professionals
Citizens
Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Citizens
Professionals

CASSA

- Aigua i Món’18 Conference Cycle (Figure 37)
- Water Quality Survey
- 2nd Circular Economy Market Place - Vallès Region
(Figure 38)
- DSP New Challenges & Restructuration Old Ones
Q3 2018

POWER
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- Aigua i Món’18 Conference Cycle
- Water Quality Survey
- DSP New Challenges & Restructuration Old Ones
- Milla del Nord Race
- Mentors in the Gandesa Climathon to improve the
resilience of the rural areas to climate change

POWER partners and users from Sabadell have identified different strengths and weaknesses to the strategy
and implementation during the last year, which the partners are currently working on to make it stronger.
Strengths:
 People from different profiles (customers, business representatives, technicians of the City Council
of Sabadell and general public) are interested in water topics and interested to participate in offline
events (such as the Aigua i món conferences) as well as off line events.
 People are willing to participate in different activities if things are made really easy for them and
there is some kind of reward (for example: for the customer surveys CASSA performed, partners did
not ask participants to register to fill in the registration form and more than 1200 people participated
in the survey; when respondents were asked to register, almost everyone refused to do so).
Things to improve:
 Based on the experience on different offline events, partners have noticed that it has been very
difficult to motivate people to register to the DSP. When people register, some users do not come
back to the DSP after registering. The implementation of the Collaborative idea contest (explained in
section 2.7) and ConCensus (described in section 2.8) aim to motivate users to register into the DSP
for the co-creation of innovative solutions in different spheres. These further engagement
approaches seeks to increase registration and participation of users.
 Similar to the other KDCs, the new GDPR is making users registration more complicated.
 Some participants in the workshops found it difficult to apply some of the ideas from the workshop.
As mentioned in section 2.4, further workshops, industry panels and training sessions are envisaged
to provide support to users and people interested in these topics.
Table 31 presents the activities for communication and engagement planned in Sabadell for the next 6
months. Table 48, included in Annex 4, presents the communication and engagement KPIs for the city of
Sabadell, whereas Table 31 presents the communication and engagement numbers achieved in Sabadell by

November 2018 (M36).
Table 31 - Activities for communication and engagement planned for M37-M42 in Sabadell
Quarter &
Year
Q4 2018

Activity
- New participatory challenge: successful cases on water
reuse in Sabadell
- EDUCASSA

Target group
Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Children

Partner’s name

CASSA
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Q1 2019

- Workshop / Design Jam for water innovation solutions
(Power Idea Contest)

Professionals

- Conference Cycle Aigua i Mòn 19
- Conference Aula de la Gent Grand
- New map for non-potable water

CASSA

- EDUCASSA

Citizens, Professionals
Professionals
Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Citizens, Professionals &
Politicians
Children

- Conference Cycle Aigua i Mòn 19
- Conference and Market Place Vàlles Circular Economy

Citizens, Professionals
Citizens, Professionals

CASSA

- Second ConCensus workshop

Q2 2019

POWER
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Table 31. Communication numbers for Sabadell in November 2018 (M36)
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups engaged

M36
6

Number of registered DSP users

108

No. of logins

233

No. of Links with other cities established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings, Press releases,
Social media, etc.)

No. of recipients of the above mentioned communications

No of citizen and stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings

0
Newsletter – 1
Events – 7
Engagement Email – 1
Twitter – about 75
Press releases – 5
Newsletter c.a. 7000
Events – 150
Email – 10
Twitter – 1660
2
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Figure 37 - Aigua i Món’18 Conference Cycle
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Figure 38 - 2nd Circular Economy Market Place- Vallès Region
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2.7. Collaborative idea contest
2.7.1 Introduction to the collaborative idea contest concept
The collaborative idea contest has been described in detail in the POWER Engagement model (D3.4 Section
3.2).
The contest themes (climate change, water sustainability, sustainable consumption & production and civic
engagement) are directly relevant to the key demonstration cities, but not restricted to local details or
specifications. The contest is open to users of the platforms in EU and Israel and relating the contest entries
to challenges in other cities is positively encouraged.
Important to the design of the contest is its online collaborative nature, whereby ideas may be refined as the
result of input through comments from independent registered users. In addition, the number of likes and
comments an entry receives contribute to its overall score: the more likes and comments a submission gets,
the better are its chances to win the contest.
The Submission stage of the ideas contest started on the 24 September 2018 and will continue until 31
January 2018.
2.7.2 Publicity for idea contest
The publicity for the ideas contest has proceeded through a number of channels:
a) A challenge was created on each key demonstration city platform – ideas may be submitted,
liked and commented by registered users on each of these sites;
b) POWER social media posts (see Figure 39);
c) A contest video was produced and uploaded onto Youtube21 (see Figure 40) to support
communications about the contest;
d) POWER partner social media posts (Figure 41);

21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWr-SMIetz8
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Figure 41 - Screenshot of a tweet by EIPCM promoting the Collaborative Idea Contest

e) Figure 42);
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f) Shared with a list of Twitter accounts in each KDC (see Table 43 for the full list);
g) POWER newsletter – in preparation end November 2018.
h) Translated into German and published on CA website: https://www.power-h2020.eu/ideacontest-sustainable-communities/. (Also translation in DE on POWER project website)
i) Information sent out via Climate Alliance to around 900 German activist groups.
Following the initial launch of the contest some ideas were submitted by platform users.
Figure 39 - Example of a post on Twitter to promote the collaborative idea contest
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Figure 40 - Screenshot of the POWER video uploaded on YouTube for promoting the Collaborative Idea
Contest

Figure 41 - Screenshot of a tweet by EIPCM promoting the Collaborative Idea Contest
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Figure 42 - Screenshot of a project partner that shared the Collaborative Idea Contest

2.7.3 Interactive events (Ideathons) to work on idea submission
In order to further promote the collaborative ideas contest and encourage idea submissions, a series of
interactive events have been held in different locations. The aim of the events to physically bring together
inventors, who could then work together in groups or individually to refine ideas for the submission to the
contest. These workshop events also provided the opportunity to deliver informal training in the use of the
POWER platforms on desktop computers and/or mobile app. The names of the events, duration (between 3
and 8 hours) and target audiences have varied according to the different local conditions (see Table 32 for
details).
Table 32 - Ideas contest interactive events in October and November 2018
Event Name

Date

Duration
(hrs)

Masters Course Module – Resource
Efficient Design

25 Oct

3

MSc Students

Design Sprint Bootcamp

2 Nov

8

All citizens

Sofia (see Figure
Design Sprint Bootcamp
43)

20 Nov

8

All citizens

Leicester
Campus)

Digital Social Innovation for Sustainability
- Design Jam & Idea Contest

28 Nov

4

Students and staff (DMU,
local colleges, local schools),
citizens

Milton
Keynes
(Council
Chambers)

Milton Keynes
Sustainability

29 Nov

4

Citizens, students of local
universities and colleges

Sabadell

Water Sustainability Design Jam

29 Nov

4

Citizens and students of local
universities and colleges

Location
Leicester
Campus)

(DMU

Berlin

(DMU

Design

Jam

for

Primary target audience
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The programme for each event was loosely based on the Google design sprint methodology22. A typical
timetable followed a format such as:
11:00 - 11:15 Welcome
11:15 - 12:00 Understanding the Challenge
12:00 - 12:30 Getting inspirations for new ideas
12:30 - 13:00 Lunch break
13:00 - 13:30 Idea development
13:30 - 14:00 Prototyping
14:00 - 15:00 Validation & Contest Submission
The process is engaging and interactive, with participants encouraged to share, vote on and refine each
other’s ideas. In the discussions of sustainability issues, it was possible to link with other aspects of the
POWER project, such as individual KDC citizen challenges, the Best Practice Repository case studies and the
forthcoming ConCensus process.
The hosting of interactive events allowed the opportunity for repeated general publicity (Section 2.7.2) of
the contest, in addition to giving specific locations and details of the interactive events.
Figure 43 - Sofia Design Sprint Bootcamp 20 November 2018, as presented on the POWER twitter account

2.7.5 Next stages for the collaborative ideas contest
At publication of this document (30 November 2018) there have been 117 ideas submitted to the contest,
and an online collaborative feedback of 114 replies/comments to ideas on entries has started. The ideas and
feedback stage of the collaborative ideas contest will continue into the next reporting period, with a final
closing date of 31st Jan 2019.
In the next reporting period the collaborative ideas contest will proceed through the next stages:
 Selection: Start on 1 Feb 2018 – End on 28 Feb 2019: Evaluation of the results of the collaborative
community feedback and voting. The authors of the top 20 ideas that received most upvotes and
22

https://designsprintkit.withgoogle.com/methodology/overview
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feedback are invited to create a short video or audio record to explain their ideas. Based on these
entries, a high-profile POWER jury selects the 10 winning ideas.
 Awards ceremony: Sep 2019. The authors of the top 10 winning ideas are invited to the POWER
conference to present their ideas to a high-profile international audience.

2.8 ConCensus
The following section summarizes the meetings that have taken place and are planned in order to implement
the ConCensus approach (described in Deliverable 3.4). In each KDC the local municipal authorities were
approached in the first instance to identify the water issues they would like to put forward to test the
ConCensus methodology. The summary of issues identified with the key meetings that were held and are
planned is presented in Table 33.
In Jerusalem the improvement of water use within the Community Urban Gardens was selected as the key
issue for applying ConCensus methodology. The recently-elected Mayor of Jerusalem has already stated his
full support for the approach, continuing the agreement that had been obtained with the previous
administration on the 30th of April, 2018. On 24th of October the initial recruitment for Jerusalem ConCensus
took place (the engagement of citizens in Jerusalem is described in Deliverable 3.4). This meeting was
followed up by two virtual meetings: on the 26th November 2018 for English Speakers and on the 27th
November 2018 for Arabic Speakers. The outcomes of these meetings will be presented to the City Council
of Jerusalem by members of the ConCensus, with support of POWER representatives in January 2019.
In Leicester the ConCensus proposal has obtained the support of the Deputy Mayor responsible for the
Environment, Public Health and Health Integration during a teleconference held on the 4th of October, 2018.
Potential candidates on the topics of future flood risk management along the River Soar, litter reduction and
improved riverside access to implement ConCensus were identified. The ConCensus idea was presented on
the 28th of November, 2018 during the DesignJam workshop (explained in Deliverable 3.4) held in Leicester.
Interested participants introduced their ideas with regards to the Riverside Project and they confirmed in
writing their willingness to participate in ConCensus. In December 2018 or January 2019 a virtual meeting
will be held to discuss the ideas, followed by a series of face-to-face encounters.
In Milton Keynes the ConCensus proposal has obtained support of the Leader of the City Council of Milton
Keynes during the course of a face-to-face meeting held in Brussels on the 16th of October, 2018. The
ConCensus methodology will be applied to a project at Parish Council level. The ConCensus idea was
presented to citizens on the 29th of November 2018 during the DesignJam workshop held in the Council
Chambers of the Civic Offices in Milton Keynes. Interested participants introduced their ideas with regards
to the project at Parish Council level and they confirmed in writing their willingness to participate in
ConCensus.
In Sabadell the ConCensus proposal has obtained the support of the Mayor of Sabadell in a meeting on the
20th of November, 2018. The main water issue was identified as the quality of reused water. The ConCensus
idea was presented on the 29th of November, 2018 during the DesignJam workshop held in Sabadell.
Interested participants introduced their ideas with regards to the quality of reused water and they confirmed
in writing their willingness to participate in ConCensus.
It is predicted that the ConCensus methodology, together with all the aspects of the work of POWER, will be
further adopted by other municipal authorities as a direct result of the POWER Follower City Conference to
be held in Pisa, Italy, in April 2019.
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Table 33 - ConCensus progress in KDCs in M36
KDC

Jerusalem

Meeting with
politicians

Water issue

30/04/18

Improvement of
water use within the
Community Urban
Gardens

Leicester

04/10/18

Milton
Keynes

16/10/18

Sabadell

20/11/18

Initial
recruitment

Flood Risk
Management and
riverside
improvements (TBC)
Project at Parish
Council level
Water Quality

ConCensus meeting

24/10/18

26/11/18 virtual
meeting for English
Speakers
27/11/18 virtual
meeting for Arabic
Speakers

28/11/18

December 2018
/January 2019

29/11/18
29/11/18

December 2018
/January 2019
December 2018
/January 2019

POWER
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Follow up

January 2019

Q1 2019

Q1 2019
Q1 2019

2.9 Engagement with Follower cities
The engagement of what the POWER consortium have named as “Follower Cities” can be defined as the
recruitment of municipalities who are willing to A) observe, be informed and be able to provide their opinions
on the development of the objectives and the results of the POWER project in the latter stage of the
initiative’s progress B) adopt the use of the POWER DSP to their own local needs regarding water-based
issues C) fulfil a) and b) as well as implement the socio-political initiative named ConCensus which employs
the POWER DSP as the communication focus of its activities and/or D) extend the methodology of POWER in
order to enhance the progress of other environmental issues or indeed other non-environmental issues
within their municipality.
The involvement of Follower Cities is important for a number of reasons:
 Increased dissemination of the project’s results.
 Further objective external input and feedback regarding the mechanisms produced by POWER
 The exploration of the extent of the prowess of the POWER results with regards to water in regions
whose idiosyncrasies both in Europe and beyond differ to that of the POWER KDCs.
 Replication of the process which would extend beyond the lifespan of the POWER project itself.
 The opportunity to test the mechanisms of POWER in other non-water related ambits at a
municipal level.
 The exploration of the use of POWER within the broad SCI-ART-SUSTAINABILITY DIPLOMACY
approach named RENAISSANCE.
The original Engagement Plan for Follower Cities can be seen in Table 34.
Table 34 - Activities for communication and engagement for Target cities
Quarter &
year

Activity

Target group

Partner’s name
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Q1 2016 – Q2 General communication of POWER activities in the
2017
POWER KDC Water Communities.

POWER
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Politicians and technical
staff of potential target
cities.

CTM

Q3 2017

PHASE 2A AND 2B
Through the information transmitted via the broad
social channels of communication such as Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn, the POWER website (POWER
WATER COMMUNITY) together with a direct mailing to
Target Cities, recruitment of Target cities has
commenced. The first group of Target Cities are those
who appear in The Urban Water Atlas for Europe.

Politicians and technical
staff of potential target
cities.

CTM

Q4 2017

Recruitment of Target cities is continuing. The second
group of Target Cities are those who are members of
the Network for Water in European Regions and
Cities.

Politicians and technical
staff of potential target
cities.

CTM

This plan was adhered to and adapted to the circumstances presented by the technical application of the
POWER DSP. As a result, Phase 2A and 2B originally designed for the third and fourth quarter of 2017 were
to some extent delayed until the first and second quarter of 2018 whereby the targeted municipalities were
formally invited to participate in POWER. Said municipalities were drawn from a number of sources. Those
municipalities who had appeared in the Urban Water Atlas for Europe23 and had thus indirectly been involved
in the predecessor project of POWER, known as BlueSCities24 were approached as were the members of the
Network for Water in European Regions and Cities (NETWERC H2O)25. Further approaches were made to
those cities who had signed the Dubrovnik Declaration of Intent, The Association of German Towns and
Municipalities and the association known as The Cities with Lakes. Further contact was established with cities
beyond Europe in the Middle East, the USA (thanks in part to the intervention of the American members of
the External Advisory Board) and the Caribbean.
The political advantages of the POWER approach were emphasized to local politicians using a video26
produced especially for the task in English, Catalan, Arabic and Hebrew and those attending a number of

23
24
25

26

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/news/urban-water-atlas-europe-360-view-water-management-cities
www.bluescities.eu
www.netwerch2o.eu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znbflHioIfQ&t=9s
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public events in which during the period in question, members of the POWER consortium were invited to
speak.
It was observed during the course of this work that national associations were an excellent way to recruit en
masse and to communicate with far more city councils than otherwise would have been possible.
The result to date is that at present the following entities and individual municipalities are now official
follower entities of the POWER project:
















The German Federation of Towns and Municipalities (DE) representing 14,000 municipalities
The Xarxa de Ciutats I Pobles Cap a la Sostenibilitat (ES) representing 283 municipalities in the
Province of Barcelona.
Tossa de Mar (ES)
Figueres (ES)
Lisbon (PT)
Constanta (RO) – Shown in Figure 44
Ovidiu (RO)
Harsova (RO)
Cernavoda (RO)
Nagykanizsa (HU)
Szentkiraly (HU)
Amman (JO)
Nicosia, (CYP)
The National Government of Bermuda
Los Angeles (USA)

Therefore, at present POWER has the capacity to directly or indirectly interact with organisations or individual
cities that represent a total of 14, 297 municipalities. Of those, Constanta, Ovidiu, Nagykanska, Szentkiraly,
Amman, Nicosia and Bermuda have indicated that during the course of 2019, they will establish a POWER
Water Community in their own municipalities. All of the above have stated that they will provide information
to the Discussion Forum and Best Practice Repository. Meanwhile, Amman, Nicosia and the National
Government of Bermuda have indicated that they will, employing the POWER DSP as the principal
organizational
mechanism,
commence
the
deployment
of
the
ConCensus
strategy
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016328717301763 . This enhances a further aspect of
the work of POWER. The experience in Jerusalem where both Hebrew and Arabic speakers are involved in
the same process has opened the opportunity to a Science-Art-Sustainability Diplomacy process which is now
proposed for the only officially divided city in Europe, Nicosia. The work undertaken by POWER in Jerusalem
and proposed in Nicosia is being closely observed by the RENAISSANCE programme of the Joint Research
Centre of the European Commission and by the WATER-EMPLOYMENT-MIGRATION initiative of GWP-MED
in Athens.
Further recruitment will continue throughout 2019. An important element will be the POWER CONFERENCE
for FOLLOWER CITIES to be held in April 2019. This will allow representatives of KDCs to inform the followers
of their progress, followers to express their opinions and ambitions and a more formal link between the
attending entities to be established before the celebration of the POWER FINAL CONFERENCE in the autumn
of 2019. Both events and the work undertaken in 2019 must create a strong foundation for the continuing
application of the POWER mechanisms from 2020 onwards. This will be further enhanced by the Water Smart
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Cities unit of the WssTP and the new City Associate Members of the aforementioned organization which is
currently being and led by members of the POWER consortium.
Figure 44. POWER in Constanta (RO) where they signed the POWER FOLLOWER DECLARATION OF INTENT

3. Conclusions
The deliverable has reported on the communication and public engagement strategy implementation of the
POWER project for the third year, i.e. months from 25 to 36. All actions have been tracked by monitoring at
regular intervals whether the strategy is progressing as planned.
In terms of social media and web presence, the numbers show that the consortium has roughly achieved the
established goals. There are, however, some remarkable deviations, as targets have been achieved and far
exceeded in many circumstances, whereas some targets are still to be achieved (concerted effort is planned
in the last 12 months of the project to reach these goals). In particular, the number of website visits and
visitors is far beyond the target KPI, as well as the number of links referring to the POWER website, and the
newsletter has reached almost twice the number of people set as target.
The achieved figures for the three project social media channels are approximately in line with the expected
KPI values (with LinkedIn having been slightly less effective than Facebook and Twitter). In addition, POWER
has created more and more networking opportunities with other projects, institutions and individuals
interested in water issues. This seems to indicate that information about POWER has reached a good
penetration on the cyberspace.
With regard to the four DSPs, the number of users and visitors is well below the expectations. Despite the
fair number of people that have been reached, through various means, by information on the POWER project,
this has not been translated in an effective engagement of the users.
This seems therefore the main problem to be solved so far: how to have the users register and participate to
the activities of the DSPs. Two factors account for this: the registration rate and the number of visitors. The
former is in the 4-8% range, which can be considered an average (or even above-average) value for many
web platforms. Therefore, though we can still work on improving this "conversion rate", we should probably
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strive to increase the number of DSP visitors. Indeed, only around 1% of the population of each KDC has
currently visited its dedicated DSP. This clearly indicates in which direction our future actions should point.
Therefore, possible actions for the last year of the project should aim at increasing the number of people
directed to the DSPs, especially through the website, while having each partner continuing to periodically
refer the POWER project on its channels, which has proven to be a successful means for raising interest.
To achieve this goal, different tactics are or will be put in place:
 we will focus our efforts for the next months in creating content on the website which can drive
traffic via SEO techniques and to strengthen its role as a hub for events and information about the
project updates;
 the recent release of an improved version of the DSP MOB (application for Android and iOS devices)
might be a positive element to increase the conversion rate of that segment of users that has proven
so far quite reluctant to join the DSPs;
 the collaborative idea contest and the offline events that are being organised in each KDC and beyond
to invite people to participate are proving to be an effective way of driving not only traffic, but also
registered users, comments and participation;
 a stronger link between offline and online activities will be sought in the next year especially through
the ConCensus activities.
As for the activities on the field, great progress has been made in this area in the last 12 months. The first
round of workshops in each KDC was run with great feedback and results from participants. Two industry
panel events have also been organised, and several training sessions have been held in March and April. In
addition, POWER was presented at several international conferences. Also, the social hub activities continue
to grow. Activities have also been led individually by KDCs: events and / or actions have been performed to
interact with the local community or specific target groups.
To summarise, the analysis of the communication and public engagement implementation in the third year
highlights that communication and dissemination actions are in line with the programme, having reached a
consistent number of potential users, but more effort must definitely be placed on engaging users with the
DSPs.
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Annex 1
2.14. Communication KPIs for the POWER project
Table 35 - POWER KPIs for communication as presented in D5.2
KPIs for communication

Phase 1
m1-m20

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

POWER website visitors

20,000

30,000

50,000

100,000

POWER website visits

80,000

180,000

340,000

500,000

‘Get in touch’ messages received

20

30

50

100

Followers on Twitter

200

1,100

1,200

2,500

Number of tweets

312

1,000

2,500

3,800

Actions on Twitter

400

800

1,200

2,400

Fans on Facebook

n/a

1,000

1,500

2,500

Nr. of Facebook posts

0

200

500

700

Actions on Facebook

n/a

1,000

5,000

6,000

Followers on LinkedIn

100

300

600

1,000

Nr. of LinkedIn posts

n/a

200

500

700

Actions on LinkedIn

100

300

600

1,000

DSPs’ visitors

20,000

50,000

80,000

150,000

Networking events attended

21

20

20

61

Workshops attended

5

6

10

21

Conferences attended

17

15

15

47

Printed media articles published

0

5

5

10

Scientific publications

0

6

6

12

Online links referring to POWER project

10

20

30

60

Number of Press releases

6

12

12

30

Number of recipients of newsletters
with POWER news

5,000

7,000

9,000

20,000

Number of POWER newsletters sent out

3

2

3

8

Table 36 - Referrers leading to the POWER website (updated in M24)
Page title

Percentage
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www.power-h2020.eu27

91.54%

yandex.ru

0.88%

facebook.com

0.43%

power-h2020.eu

0.34%

www.climatealliance.org

0.28%

www.ict4water.eu

0.21%

www.thesourcemagazine.org

0.20%

www.google.com

0.18%

www.google.co.uk

0.17%

p358594.mittwaldserver.info

0.15%

Table 37 - Target definition for all Social media channels as presented in D5.2
Target

M18

M36

M48

Number of Twitter
followers

205

1,100

1,200

Number of Tweets

312

1,000

2,500

Number of LinkedIn
followers

126

500

1,000

Number of LinkedIn posts

n/a

200

500

Number of Facebook Fans

0

1,000

1,500

Number of Facebook Posts

0

200

500

Overall Social media reach

2644

10,000

25,000

Table 38 - Targeted number of Twitter followers and communications as presented in D5.2
TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of Twitter followers
(cumulative)

205

1,200

2,500

Nr. of Tweets

312

1,000

2,500

Actions on Twitter

400

800

1,200

27

The POWER website is included in referral websites as pages are linked one to the other (called ‘internal linking’) and when
someone click on an internal link they will be referred to another page on the POWER website
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Table 39 - List of Twitter mentions of POWER project (updated in November 2018)

Date

Link

Partner Name

Number
of
followers
of
account

01/12/2017

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/936531316916609024

DMU

30

01/12/2017

https://twitter.com/fertinnowa/status/936581196703764482

fertinnowa

256

01/12/2017

https://twitter.com/fertinnowa/status/936581196703764482?s=12

fertinnowa

1.548

04/12/2017

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/937736962382991360?s=12

primayerl

303

11/12/2017

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/940259243156000768?s=12

primayerl

03/01/2018

https://twitter.com/eumayors/status/969224185510858758

Covenant of
Mayors

2012

17/01/2018

https://twitter.com/capssieu/status/942663975937773569?s=12

CAPSSI EU

56

07/02/2018

https://twitter.com/gwfwater/status/950162999972569088?s=12

GWF WATER

1338

11/02/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/951581819870285826?s=12

DMU

329

12/02/2018

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/951836025944408065?s=12

primayerl

124

12/02/2018

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/951835658754187265?s=12

primayerl

15/02/2018

https://twitter.com/nutgraham/status/954352452626731009?s=12

Nutgraham

1.573

15/02/2018

https://twitter.com/waterjpi/status/952939708732059648?s=12

Water JPI

1.573

15/02/2018

https://twitter.com/h2oenergycomp/status/952932729544478722?s=12

H2Oenergycomp

305

21/02/2018

https://twitter.com/cubitlab/status/966258685675802624?s=12

CUBIT

1.585

22/02/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/966598528721195008

Aigües Sabadell

1.585

22/02/2018

https://twitter.com/aiguessabadell/status/966598528721195008?s=12

CASSA

1.585

23/02/2018

https://twitter.com/dafne_project/status/966963669337853952?s=12

DAFNE project

27000
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26/02/2018

https://twitter.com/climatalliance/status/968091283628666881?s=12

CA

27000

26/02/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/968083701736321024?s=12

EIPCM

169

26/02/2018

https://twitter.com/floodandcoast/status/956924958311112706?s=12

Flood and Coast

169

27/02/2018

https://twitter.com/waterjpi/status/968507327455391745?s=12

Water JPI

361

28/02/2018

https://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/968858764576264193

DribesLlados

361

28/02/2018

https://twitter.com/dribesllados/status/968858764576264193?s=12

CASSA

361

28/02/2018

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/968792251722883072?s=12

primayerl

169

02/03/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/969563529845108736

COMRADES

41

02/03/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/969563529845108736?s=12

COMRADES

41

06/03/2018

https://twitter.com/lasnavescollab/status/971042771548147712?s=12

Lansvescollab

41

07/03/2018

https://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/971393602994737153

FLOOD serv EU

361

07/03/2018

https://twitter.com/LasNavesCOLLAB/status/971042771548147712

Lansvescollab

1609

07/03/2018

https://twitter.com/floodserveu/status/971393602994737153?s=12

Flood serv EU

41

11/03/2018

https://twitter.com/economiadelagua/status/972804624750186496

economiadelagua

41

CASSA

41

11/03/2018 https://twitter.com/economiadelagua/status/972804624750186496?s=12

11/03/2018

https://twitter.com/CiprianNanu/status/972802625866526721

CTM

1609

11/03/2018

https://twitter.com/cipriannanu/status/971702592400183298?s=12

CTM

373

12/03/2018

https://twitter.com/yesutanbul_a/status/973130022079877121?s=12

primayerl

1614

13/03/2018

https://twitter.com/zero_brine_/status/973605064748265473

Zero Brine

448

14/03/2018

https://twitter.com/primayerl/status/963813962767896577?s=12

primayerl

448

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/lamberti_carmen/status/974659564519022593?s=12

MKC

448

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/lamberti_carmen/status/974640450597515266?s=12

MKC

448
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16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/lamberti_carmen/status/974598296160358400?s=12

MKC

1726

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/974589013251313664?s=12

DMU

361

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/974587502030934016?s=12

DMU

41

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/974587140687491072?s=12

DMU

566

16/03/2018

https://twitter.com/climatalliance/status/964483789236981760?s=12

CA

231

18/03/2018

https://twitter.com/capssieu/status/965494663544061957?s=12

CAPSSI EU

231

22/03/2018

https://twitter.com/ClimatAlliance/status/976870643890315268

Climate Alliance

82

22/03/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/976814542964559872

Aigües Sabadell

417

22/03/2018

https://twitter.com/dribesllados/status/976833383249711104?s=12

CASSA

231

22/03/2018

https://twitter.com/aiguessabadell/status/976814542964559872?s=12

CASSA

306

22/03/2018

https://twitter.com/jj_espi/status/976728023339884544?s=12

CASSA

1726

23/03/2018

https://twitter.com/dafne_project/status/977105933720530944?s=12

DAFNE project

558

10/04/2018

https://twitter.com/PrimayerL/status/983766479895228416

primayerl

41

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/984461183821414400

Aigües Sabadell

448

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/984465213939441670

DribesLlados

87

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/984465213939441670

CASSA

1477

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/984461183821414400

CASSA

300

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/EcoSchoolsLCC/status/984362451268440069

DMU

1614

12/04/2018

https://twitter.com/greenerleic/status/984362283374702594

DMU

41

17/04/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/986173726252298240

DMU

316

17/04/2018

https://twitter.com/ClimatAlliance/status/986144486102355969

CA

41

18/04/2018

https://twitter.com/ClimatAlliance/status/986679253000474624

CA

41
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22/04/2018

https://twitter.com/my_kokua/status/987958728879214592

CUBIT

2813

25/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/989105525928361986

Aigües Sabadell

1614

25/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/989105525928361986

CASSA

918

26/04/2018

https://twitter.com/FundacioCTM/status/989500173691867137

CTM

1614

27/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/989831563218161664

Aigües Sabadell

1314

27/04/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/989831563218161664

CASSA

1726

03/05/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/992023129571627008

DMU

41

03/05/2018

https://twitter.com/lauretaborbo/status/992006214673461248

CTM

1726

03/05/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/992000985013915649

DMU

300

03/05/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/991996922763325442

DMU

1614

03/05/2018

https://twitter.com/PrimayerL/status/991987244373299200

CUBIT

1089

04/05/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/992436270168268801

Aigües Sabadell

1248

04/05/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/992436270168268801

CASSA

2813

10/05/2018

https://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/994537839508492288

CASSA

566

16/05/2018

https://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/996755983589396480

Flood Serv EU

300

16/05/2018

https://twitter.com/WaterJPI/status/996690319549845505

CUBIT

1614

19/05/2018

https://twitter.com/saving_food/status/997890384809398272

CUBIT

267

22/05/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/999110316364566530

DMU

370

28/05/2018

https://twitter.com/CiprianNanu/status/1001127319346565120

CTM

370

29/05/2018

https://twitter.com/ClimatAlliance/status/1001465440223334401

CA

370

03/06/2018

https://twitter.com/oadbyfsf/status/1003266576483790848

DMU

41

04/06/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1003663336628805632

EIPCM

41
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06/06/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1004346439386976256

EIPCM

41

06/06/2018

https://twitter.com/FYElephantPaul/status/1004288333789515776

DMU

577

06/06/2018

https://twitter.com/enCompassH2020/status/1004261514092703745

EIPCM

2494

08/06/2018

https://twitter.com/DAFNE_project/status/1005161699610185730

DAFNE project

558

08/06/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1005036625603293184

EIPCM

558

14/06/2018

https://twitter.com/Leicester_News/status/1007235730203119617

LCC

87

19/06/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1009122590076604416

DMU

1390

20/06/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1009381880632922114

COMRADES

361

21/06/2018

https://twitter.com/saving_food/status/1009771939823542274

Saving Food

300

21/06/2018

https://twitter.com/ClimatAlliance/status/1009736688573263872

CA

2813

25/06/2018

https://twitter.com/saving_food/status/1011188413901533185

Saving Food

1476

25/06/2018

https://twitter.com/saving_food/status/1011186992632254465

Saving Food

1726

25/06/2018

https://twitter.com/saving_food/status/1011185989769924609

Saving Food

231

28/06/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/1012356239152607232

CASSA

566

04/07/2018

https://twitter.com/KathrinHett/status/1014528745070321665

CUBIT

1614

09/07/2018

https://twitter.com/Leicester_News/status/1016322756571430912

LCC

209

13/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1017762465231319040

DMU

1981

13/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1017702559950278656

DMU

1726

13/07/2018

https://twitter.com/SustainableDMU/status/1017690268169097216

DMU

2813

14/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1018141531897819137

DMU

2976

18/07/2018

https://twitter.com/SustainableDMU/status/1019554155243933696

CUBIT

1891

19/07/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1019936082228588544

COMRADES

1476
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19/07/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1019936082228588544

COMRADES

7510

23/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1021391069148254208

DMU

2813

24/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1021827161865506822

DMU

2813

24/07/2018

https://twitter.com/anna_strzel/status/1021752100093669376

DMU

41

25/07/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1022047633391726592

COMRADES

7510

25/07/2018

https://twitter.com/WRCities/status/1022157081007276032

WR Cities

1981

26/07/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1022432975882018821

COMRADES

2813

28/07/2018

https://twitter.com/WRCities/status/1023225369145626624

WR Cities

2813

06/08/2018

https://twitter.com/WRCities/status/1026456681750908928

WR Cities

394

17/10/2018

http://twitter.com/GWFWater/status/1052563796189802499

GWFWater

8048

23/10/2018

http://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/1054764585998266368

AiguesSabadell

1657

26/10/2018

http://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/1055814841733185544

FLOODservEU

100

26/10/2018

http://twitter.com/ClimathonTA/status/1055837579516542976

ClimathonTA

47

27/10/2018

http://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/1056123960763539456

DRibesLlados

303

29/10/2018

http://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1056877545386401792

comradesproject

395

29/10/2018

http://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/1056894669597085696

FLOODservEU

100

29/10/2018

http://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/1056950325310042112

DRibesLlados

303

01/11/2018

http://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/1057992407965466624

FLOODservEU

100

02/11/2018

http://twitter.com/ict4water_eu/status/1058372211910889472

ict4water_eu

1107

05/11/2018

http://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1059400386610642944

comradesproject

395

06/11/2018

http://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1059748805854281728

eipcm

235

06/11/2018

http://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1059751898893443072

comradesproject

395
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06/11/2018

http://twitter.com/jn03/status/1059808866815410176

jn03

165

08/11/2018

http://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1060492747751256065

comradesproject

395

08/11/2018

http://twitter.com/monica_archi/status/1060588529435197440

monica_archi

674

09/11/2018

http://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1060867951711150080

comradesproject

395

09/11/2018

http://twitter.com/PlataformC/status/1060968522476675072

PlataformC

1955

09/11/2018

http://twitter.com/monica_archi/status/1060978080511078400

monica_archi

674

12/11/2018

http://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/1061945040250068992

FLOODservEU

100

13/11/2018

http://twitter.com/FLOODservEU/status/1062343152143663105

FLOODservEU

100

13/11/2018

http://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1062418023334797312

eipcm

235

13/11/2018

http://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1062419693338836997

eipcm

235

14/11/2018

http://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1062713058370469888

eipcm

235

15/11/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1063038712819392513

comradesproject

395

19/11/2018

https://twitter.com/AleBrb1/status/1064456200690036738

Alessandra
Barbieri

157

19/11/2018

https://twitter.com/energycities/status/1064521961106214912

energycities

775

19/11/2018

https://twitter.com/ict4water_eu/status/1064543432738250752

ict4water_eu

1112

20/11/2018

https://twitter.com/dmuleicester/status/1064852271224315904

dmuleicester

47100

21/11/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1065259273721192450

eipcm

235

21/11/2018

https://twitter.com/mkcouncil/status/1065218328682205185

mkcouncil

13900

21/11/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1065263235178405888

eipcm

235

21/11/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1065260719355150337

eipcm

235

21/11/2018

https://twitter.com/eipcm/status/1065263235178405888

eipcm

235

23/11/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/1065917917433339906

AiguesSabadell

1,658
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23/11/2018

https://twitter.com/sfletcher69/status/1065940147903102976

sfletcher69

196

23/11/2018

https://twitter.com/SustainableDMU/status/1065936108012404738

SustainableDMU

1,656

26/11/2018

https://twitter.com/comradesproject/status/1067018034701832193

comradesproject

393

26/11/2018

https://twitter.com/MarcoRanieri_EU/status/1067044413329862656

MarcoRanieri_EU

400

26/11/2018

https://twitter.com/AiguesSabadell/status/1067109529224208384

AiguesSabadell

1,658

27/11/2018

https://twitter.com/DRibesLlados/status/1067340273779466240

DRibesLlados

300

28/11/2018

https://twitter.com/lauretaborbo/status/1067701256045645824

lauretaborbo

319

28/11/2018

https://twitter.com/WaterJPI/status/1067731783729311744

WaterJPI

1,754

28/11/2018

https://twitter.com/dmuleicester/status/1067773865512919040

dmuleicester

47,200

28/11/2018

https://twitter.com/dmuleicester/status/1067775960148250625

dmuleicester

47,200

Table 40 - List of Facebook mentions of POWER project (updated in November 2018)

Date

Publish
ed in

Link

Nu
mbe
r of
Partne follo
r
wer
Name s of
acc
oun
t

20/04/2018

facebo
ok.com

facebook.com/SavingFood/posts/1937155393265173

Saving
159
Food

20/04/2018

facebo
ok.com

facebook.com/SavingFood/posts/1937151019932277

Saving
159
Food

26/04/2018

facebo
ok.com

facebook.com/SavingFood/posts/1940159309631448

Saving
159
Food

16/05/2018

facebo
ok.com

facebook.com/FLOODservEU/posts/624930134511500

Flood
Serv 159
EU

04/06/2018

facebo facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1576096275840320&id=6941006
ok.com
14039895

Oadby
Free 347
Spirit
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Found
ation
Busine
ss
Develo 159
pment
Group

04/06/2018

facebo
ok.com

07/06/2018

facebo http://facebook.com/SavingFood/photos/a.1553461198301263.107374182 Saving
875
ok.com
8.1553457408301642/1960248650955847/?type=3&theater
Food

facebook.com/BusinessDevelopmentGroup/posts/1710032389085937

14/0 facebo
facebook.com/leicestercitycouncil/photos/a.168383059877291.35526.1079902992499
6/20 ok.co
01/1688985467817035/?type=3&theater
18
m

LCC

159

FLOOD
01/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
-serv
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I317703991900784%3A74659165901201
128
Projec
18
m
3
t
08/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
Comra
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I993049604066799%3A20145946719122
169
des
18
m
82
09/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
Comra
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I993049604066799%3A20160539250996
169
des
18
m
90
12/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
Comra
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I993049604066799%3A20201373380246
169
des
18
m
82
FLOOD
13/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
-serv
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I317703991900784%3A75318052835312
128
Projec
18
m
6
t
15/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
Comra
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I993049604066799%3A20246954842355
169
des
18
m
34
19/1 facebo https://www.facebook.com/powerh2020/notifications/?section=activity_feed&subsec
Comra
1/20 ok.co tion=mention&ref=notif&target_story=S%3A_I993049604066799%3A20308592902858
169
des
18
m
20
22/1 Faceb
https://www.facebook.com/comradesproject/photos/a.996720717033021/203479201 Comra
1/20 ook.co
169
9892547/?type=3&theater
des
18
m
22/1 Faceb
https://www.facebook.com/FLOODservEU/photos/a.743513739319805/75825905117 FLOOD
1/20 ook.co
158
8607/?type=3&theater
servEU
18
m
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26/1 Faceb
1/21 ook.co
08
m
26/1 Faceb
1/21 ook.co
08
m
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ttps://www.facebook.com/comradesproject/posts/2040849679286781?__tn__=-R

Comra
169
des

https://www.facebook.com/LeicesterParks/posts/2251646874906266?__tn__=-R

Leicest
1,69
erPark
8
s

Table 41 - Targeted number of Facebook communication strategy as presented in D5.2
TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of fans

n/a

1,000

1,500

Nr. of posts

n/a

200

500

Actions on Facebook

n/a

1,000

5,000

Table 42 - Targeted number of LinkedIn members and communications as presented in D5.2
TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of members (cumulative)

126

500

1,000

Nr. of LinkedIn posts

n/a

200

500

Actions on LinkedIn

100

300

600

Table 43 - List of accounts that have been contacted to share the project
Name

Link

Description

Website

City

Date
of
contac
t

MKGuide

https://twitter.com/MKGuid
e

Your essential guide to
Milton Keynes.

lovemiltonkeynes.uk

Milton 25.09.
Keynes
17

JPressClub

https://twitter.com/JPressCl
ub

JPC Has Launched! A
professional and social
resource for the
diverse press
community in Israel,
the JPC is a unique
press club in the heart
of Jerusalem.

jerusalempressclub.com

Jerusal 13.10.
em
17

RealJStreets

https://twitter.com/RealJStr
eets

The Real Jerusalem
Streets is devoted to
showing what is
REALLY happening in
Jerusalem.

rjstreets.com

Jerusal 13.10.
em
17
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https://twitter.com/Jerusale
m

Your Gateway to
Jerusalem

gojerusalem.com

Jerusal 13.10.
em
17

Jerusalem_Po https://twitter.com/Jerusale
st
m_Post

World News from
Israel

jpost.com

Jerusal 13.10.
em
17

sabadellpress https://twitter.com/sabadell
press

News and latest
developments at Banc
Sabadell.

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

IHSabadell

https://twitter.com/IHSabad The leading provider of
ell
English language
solutions for business,
adults, & young
learners in Sabadell.

ihes.com/sab

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

iSabadellcat

https://twitter.com/iSabadell
cat

isabadell.cat

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

astrosabadell.org

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

sabadell.cat

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

El diari digital de
Sabadell
(http://www.isabadell.
cat ).

astrosabadell https://twitter.com/astrosab Association of amateur
adell
astronomers, teaches
and divulgates
astronomy
Aj_Sabadell

https://twitter.com/Aj_Saba
dell

Canal oficial de
l'Ajuntament de
Sabadell, des d’on
podeu seguir tota
l’actualitat i la
informació municipal
d’interès.

Sabadell_sud

https://twitter.com/Sabadell
_sud

Tota la meteo de
Sabadell

RadioSabadel
l

https://twitter.com/RadioSa
badell

Amb una audiència de
38.000 oients, Ràdio
Sabadell 94.6 és
l'emissora d'aquesta
ciutat i la primera
municipal de
Catalunya.

UN_Water

https://twitter.com/UN_Wat United Nations Water:
er
Coordinates the UN’s
work on #water and
#sanitation for a better
world.

mkfm

https://twitter.com/mkfm

The Beat of MK MKFM is your local
radio station for Milton
Keynes

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17
radiosabadell.fm

Sabade 13.10.
ll
17

unwater.org

Global 13.10.
17

mkfm.com

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17
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es

https://twitter.com/_Milton
Keynes

TheParksTrus
t

https://twitter.com/ThePark We love Milton Keynes'
sTrust
parks and wildlife.

TweetMKA

https://twitter.com/TweetM
KA

MKSmartProj https://twitter.com/MKSmar
ect
tProject

Award winning local
information website
for #MiltonKeynes.
Local news, events and
more!

The Official Home for
The Milton Keynes
Academy School on
Twitter.
Smart City project in
Milton Keynes.
Exploring ways of
managing water,
energy and transport in
our fast growing city
using Big Data

POWER
687809
aboutmiltonkeynes.co.uk

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

theparkstrust.com

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

miltonkeynesacademy.co.u Milton 19.10.
k
Keynes
17

mksmart.org

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

WhereInMK

https://twitter.com/WhereIn
The best of
MK
entertainment, events,
leisure & business in
#MiltonKeynes

thisistotalmk

https://twitter.com/thisistot
almk

Music, Theatre, Art,
Leisure & What's On
for Milton Keynes &
beyond. Editorial, not
RTs! Email editor
Sammy Jones at
info@totalmk.co.uk
#MiltonKeynes

totalmk.co.uk

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

MKGuide

https://twitter.com/MKGuid
e

Your essential guide to
Milton Keynes.

lovemiltonkeynes.uk

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

miltonkeyneskids.com

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

herdaboutmk.co.uk

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

MiltonKeynes https://twitter.com/MiltonK
Founder of
Kid
eynesKid
http://miltonkeyneskid
s.com - cheap days out
for kids.
HerdAboutM
K

https://twitter.com/HerdAbo Celebrating 50 years of
utMK
MK

Milton 19.10.
Keynes
17

DestinationM https://twitter.com/Destinati The Official Tourism destinationmiltonkeynes.co Milton 26.10.
K
onMK
and Information service .uk
Keynes 17
for Milton Keynes. Find
out the latest news,
events
and
competitions for our
amazing city.
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MiltonKeynes https://twitter.com/MiltonK
_MK
eynes_MK

Everything
and bemk.co.uk
anything to do with
Milton Keynes. Like it or
absolutely love it MK is
different
from
anywhere in the world
#LoveMK

Milton 26.10.
Keynes 17

ComActMK

https://twitter.com/ComAct
MK

We support charities CommunityActionMK.org
and community groups
in
Milton
Keynes
through development,
learning opportunities,
networking
events,
advocacy
and
promotion.

Milton 26.10.
Keynes 17

OneMKNews

https://twitter.com/OneMK
News

News,
sport, mkweb.co.uk
community info &
what's on in Milton
Keynes. Publisher of
OneMK, a weekly
newspaper for Milton
Keynes.

Milton 26.10.
Keynes 17

mk_citizen

https://twitter.com/mk_citiz The official Twitter miltonkeynes.co.uk
en
page for the Milton
Keynes Citizen.

Milton 26.10.
Keynes 17

UoBMiltonKe https://twitter.com/UoBMilt The new University beds.ac.uk/milton-keynes
ynes
onKeynes
campus for Milton
Keynes backed by the
University
of
Bedfordshire and MK
Council.

Milton 26.10.
Keynes 17

Talk_Leiceste https://twitter.com/Talk_Lei
r
cester

Leicest 26.10.
er
17

Keep up with the latest
#news,
#events,
#activities in #Leicester

CityMayorLei https://twitter.com/CityMay Official profile for leicester.gov.uk
c
orLeic
Leicester’s City Mayor
Peter Soulsby.

Leicest 26.10.
er
17

EcoSchoolsLC https://twitter.com/EcoScho All
the
latest schools.leicester.gov.uk/ec Leicest 26.10.
C
olsLCC
information
about o-schools
er
17
environmental
education in Leicester.
Support is provided to
schools
through
Leicester City Council.
DMUCareers
BAL

https://twitter.com/DMUCar Business & Law Careers dmu.ac.uk/careers
eersBAL
and
Employability
Team at De Montfort
University.

Leicest 26.10.
er
17
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https://twitter.com/ttdleices A Community Events thingstodoleicester.co.uk
ter
website for Music, The
Arts,
Entertainment,
Children's
Activities,
Charity Events etc. in &
around the City &
Counties of Leicester &
Rutland

visit_leicester https://twitter.com/visit_leic Discover exciting places visitleicester.info
ester
to go, numerous things
to do and Leicester's
2000 years of heritage.
WhatsOnLeic https://twitter.com/WhatsO
s
nLeics

Leicest 26.10.
er
17

Leicest 26.10.
er
17

The latest food and http://www.leicestermercu Leicest 30.10.
drink, theatre, nightlife, ry.co.uk/
er
17
film and music news
from the Leicester
Mercury

ATCLeicester

https://twitter.com/ATCLeice Live, from the ATC leicester.gov.uk
ster
centre, real time traffic
information
for
Leicester

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

greenerleic

https://twitter.com/greenerl This is the Twitter feed n/a
eic
for Greener Leicester a partnership campaign
to make Leicester a low
carbon
city!
#SustainabLEICS

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

orangebagleic https://twitter.com/orangeb Welcome to Leicester leicester.gov.uk/orangebag Leicest 30.10.
s
agleics
City Council's Recycling s
er
17
Service!
LeicesterLabo https://twitter.com/Leicester The official account of leicesterlabourstudents.co
ur
Labour
University of Leicester m
Labour & Co-operative
Students.
DMUSquare
Mile

https://twitter.com/DMUSqu Guardian
University dmusquaremile.our.dmu.ac Leicest 30.10.
areMile
Award-winning project .uk
er
17
connecting
De
Montfort
University
students with the
community, through
volunteering

coolasleiceste https://twitter.com/coolaslei #Leicester
r
cester
Entertainment
Events : Offers
Competitions : Food
Drink : Travel.
leicesterfest

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

- coolasleicester.co.uk
:
:
&

https://twitter.com/leicester Leicester proudly hosts leicester.gov.uk/festivals
fest
an array of festivals and
events all year round

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

Leicest 30.10.
er
17
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TeamLeiceste https://twitter.com/TeamLei One
city,
one
r
cester
community - taking
Leicester forward in
2017

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

LeicesterColl

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

https://twitter.com/Leicester We
offer leicestercollege.ac.uk
Coll
apprenticeships,
employer training, HE,
vocational and parttime study.

leicestermuse https://twitter.com/leicester News from Leicester's visitleicester.info/museums Leicest 30.10.
um
museum
museums and galleries
er
17
with signposting to
wider cultural activity
around the city.
LeicesterBG

https://twitter.com/Leicester University of Leicester le.ac.uk/botanicgarden
BG
Botanic Garden: 16
acres of gardens &
greenhouses.

BBCLeicester

https://twitter.com/BBCLeice Latest news, sport & http://bbc.co.uk/radioleice Leicest 30.10.
ster
features from BBC ster
er
17
Radio Leicester. Listen
to us on 104.9 FM, DAB
digital radio and online
at
http://bbc.co.uk/radiol
eicester

LeicesterVoic https://twitter.com/Leicester Tweets, retweets, links LeicesterVoice.com
e
Voice
& feeds about Leicester
- the UK's top sporting
city - & Leicestershire.
Online bulletins twice a
day.

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

Leicest 30.10.
er
17

Annex 2
2.16. Social hub activities targets
Table 44 - POWER Best practice repository KPIs as presented in D5.2
Target

M20

M36

M48

Number of visitors

n/a

1.000

4.000

Number of cities that
share their best practices

n/a

10

30

Number of best practices
uploaded

n/a

30

100
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Annex 3
2.17. Communication KPIs for KDC cities and target cities
Table 45 - Communication KPIs for Leicester
Communication KPIs

Phase 1
m1-m28

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

Number of relevant target groups
engaged

2

4

4

10

Number of registered DSP users

n/a

2,000

1,000

3,000

No. of logins

n/a

5,200

5,200

21,400

No. of Links with other cities
established

n/a

0

20

20

No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social media, etc.)

n/a

100

200

300

No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications

n/a

50,000

125,000

186,000

No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings

2

3

5

10

Number of hits on the POWER section
within the LCC website

n/a

5,320

5,000

10,320

Table 46 - Communication KPIs for Milton Keynes
Communication KPIs

Phase 1
m1-m18

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

Number of relevant target groups
engaged

2

4

4

12

Number of registered DSP users

n/a

1,000

1,000

2,000

No. of logins

n/a

11,000

12,000

23,000

No. of Links with other cities established

n/a

10

20

30

No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social media, etc.)

n/a

150

200

350

No. of recipients of the above mentioned
communications

n/a

35,000

110,000

145,000

No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings

n/a

1

2

3
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Communication KPIs

Phase 1
m1-m20

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

Number of relevant target groups
engaged

n/a

6

6

6

Number of registered DSP users

n/a

800

1,200

2,000

No. of logins

n/a

9,000

14,800

23,800

No. of Links with other cities
established

n/a

12

12

24

No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social media, etc.)

n/a

100

100

200

No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications

n/a

70,000

80,000

150,000

No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings

n/a

2

2

4

Table 48 - Communication KPIs for Sabadell
Communication KPIs

Phase 1
m1-m20

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

Number of relevant target groups
engaged

n/a

2

3

5

Number of registered DSP users

n/a

500

1,500

2,000

No. of logins

n/a

3,000

8,800

11,800

No. of Links with other cities established

n/a

0

24

24

No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social media, etc.)

2

73

175

250

No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications

n/a

25,000

75,000

100,000

Table 49 - POWER KPIs for communication to target cities and stakeholders as presented in D5.2
KPIs for communication

Phase 1
m1-m20

Phase 2
m20-m36

Phase 3
m36-m48

Overall

Presence at public events

8

8

10

26

Stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings

10

20

20

50

Communications with public
authorities

500

500

500

1,500
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Communications with NGOs

200

200

200

600

Number of cities that share their best
practices on the POWER repository

n/a

10

20

30

Number of cities that intent to set up
DSPs

n/a

2

8

10
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